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Novel materials and technologies for IR optoelectronic applications 
Yuxin Song 
Photonics Laboratory 
Department of Microtechnology and Nanoscience-MC2 
Chalmers University of Technology, SE-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden 
Abstract
This thesis focuses on novel III-V materials (InAs/GaSb type-II superlattices, 
T2SL, and dilute bismides) and metamorphic growth techniques for infrared 
optoelectronics all of which may find wide spread applications in telecommunication, 
energy harvesting and saving, sensing and imaging. Mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) 
and long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) photodetectors at the atmospheric windows of 
3-5 and 8-12 μm, respectively, are currently dominated by HgCdTe and quantum well 
infrared photodetectors. These detectors, however, suffer from the suitability for 
making focal plane array (FPA) detectors due to the material non-uniformity or the 
low operation temperature that significantly increases the cost for a practical detection 
or imaging system. InAs/GaSb type-II superlattices are promising candidates for FPA 
detectors with better performance at a lower cost. Dilute bismides where a small 
amount of Bi atoms are incorporated into traditional host III-V semiconductors have 
theoretically shown a number of interesting physical properties. The large energy band 
bowing effect with retained transport and optical properties make these materials 
attractive for making short-wavelength infrared (SWIR), MWIR and LWIR 
optoelectronic devices. Dilute bismides have been only little studied among the III-V 
semiconductors, and in particular epitaxial growth of dilute III-SbBi is almost 
unexplored. Metamorphic growth is an efficient technique for lattice engineering and 
useful for device applications such as multi-junction solar cells, III-V and Si 
integration, electronic and optoelectronic devices on cheap substrates. Here, growth 
optimization and innovations to minimize threading dislocations are challenging and 
crucial for improving the material quality. 
The work in this thesis deals with issues related to the realization of these novel 
III-V materials and metamorphic growth techniques using molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE). It is investigated how doping in alloy graded metamorphic buffers influences 
material quality and a new method to reduce dislocation density and improve optical 
quality by using dilute nitride buffer layers is demonstrated. Design and growth 
optimization of T2SL structures for mid-IR detectors are presented. MBE growth of 
novel dilute III-SbBi alloys is investigated. The growth of GaSbBi is reported for the 
first time. The abnormal lattice contraction of GaSbBi is discovered and explained.  
 
Keywords: infrared, metamorphic, alloy graded buffer, molecular beam epitaxy, 
threading dislocation, InAs/GaSb type-II superlattice, dilute bismide, GaSbBi, InSbBi 
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1 Introduction
1.1 Infraredoptoelectronicapplications
 
Perhaps the most direct consciousness about infrared (IR) in people’s life would be 
the TV remote controls which liberate lazy-bone TV funs from standing up from 
the couch and changing the channels. It might not be that easy to realize that 
another great invention, internet, which has revolutionized our life style, also relies 
on IR optoelectronic technology. The super fast vehicles carrying our data to/from 
YouTube, Skype, Twitter, etc. in the fibers connecting cities, countries and even 
continents are actually infrared light. IR applications have large impacts on not 
only our daily life but also industry, meteorology, astronomy, security and, 
probably more, military. 
Figure 1-1 summarizes IR applications in different sub-divisions and 
corresponding involved materials and technologies as guidance. The ones marked 
in red are related to the work in this thesis. 
The first row of Fig. 1-1 shows the electromagnetic spectrum. IR covers a broad 
region with wavelength larger than that of visible light and shorter than that of 
millimeter wave [1]. Depending on different criterions, the IR light can be made 
into sub-divisions in many schemes. One of them divides the IR region into near 
infrared (NIR), short-wavelength infrared (SWIR), mid-wavelength infrared 
(MWIR), long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) and very-long-wavelength infrared 
(VLWIR), based on the spectral bands of common IR detectors and the 
atmospheric windows, shown in the second row of Fig. 1-1. Some important 
applications of IR in each sub-division except VLWIR are summarized in the third 
row labeled “Applications”. TV remote controls and current night vision devices 
with active illumination usually employ NIR. Wavelength of 850 nm is one of the 
choices for 10 and 100 Gigabit Ethernet for high-speed computer network 
standards, developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)  
[2], for short reach data communication with distances of 100+ meters. For the 
SWIR range, the most significant application would be in optical fiber 
communications utilizing the wavelength of 1.3 and 1.55 ʅm, which build the 
backbone of internet. 1.3 ʅm IR light has the least dispersion effect in glass fibers 
and is suitable for medium-reach communication systems (<40 km), while 1.55 
ʅm IR light has minimum loss when transferred for long distance in glass fibers 
and is excellent for long reach systems (>40 km) [3]. Another potential application 
in SWIR is the 1 eV (1.24 μm) junction solar cell which is of significant technical 
challenge. A four-junction solar cell with a 1 eV junction embedded is promising 
to increase the solar energy conversion efficiency as high as 52% under 
concentrated condition (500 sun) [4]. MWIR and LWIR cover the two atmospheric 
1 Introduction 
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windows 3-5 ʅm and 8-14 ʅm, respectively, within which the IR light has low 
absorption from the atmosphere. Therefore, these two spectral regions are often 
chosen for IR imaging and remote gas sensing. In a broad sense, IR imaging 
covers thermal imaging, hyperspectral imaging, meteorology imaging, IR 
astronomy imaging with discrete wavelengths, etc [5]. The remote gas sensing is 
mostly based on IR vibrational spectroscopy of gas molecules which can be 
utilized to identify gas species by analysis of their constituent bonds with unique 
vibration frequencies [6]. The choice of these two bands should be based on 
background intensity, scene characteristics, temperature contrast and also weather 
conditions. MWIR provides higher contrast, higher transmittivity in high humidity 
and higher resolution due to relatively shorter wavelength and subsequently 
smaller optical diffraction. LWIR has higher sensitivity to ambient temperature 
objects, better performance in weather conditions with large particles in air, and 
higher immunity to atmospheric turbulence, due to longer wavelength [1]. Similar 
molecular spectroscopy has promising applications in breath diagnostics for early 
detection of breast cancer, lung cancer, and pulmonary diseases in real-time and 
with high sensitivity [7]. 
NIR SWIR MWIR LWIR
0.713 6151000[ʅm]
Short reach data 
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Figure 1-1. IR spectrum with applications in different sub-divisions and 
corresponding involved materials and technologies. The ones marked in 
red are related to the work in this thesis. Abbreviations: quantum well 
(QW), quantum cascade laser (QCL), interband cascade laser (ICL), 
quantum well infrared photodetector (QWIP), light-emitting diode (LED) 
and focal plane array (FPA). 
1.2 Challenges and possible solutions of IR devices 
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1.2 ChallengesandpossiblesolutionsofIRdevices
 
All these applications are realized upon IR optoelectronic devices and systems. 
Emitters which supply IR light and detectors which detect IR light and convert it 
into electrical signals are two of the most important device categories. The last two 
rows of Fig. 1-1 list the common materials and technologies for both IR emitters 
and detectors. High performance IR lasers usually employ strained QWs in the 
active region, while IR detectors require lattice matched bulk layers to enhance 
optical absorption. IR technology has been developing rapidly from the mid last 
century and is getting more and more established. However, challenges still exist 
to be conquered. High efficiency, high stability, high speed, high working 
temperature and low production cost etc. are the mainstream research directions 
which require large freedoms in material selection, structure design and mature 
growth technology.  
1.2.1 Limitation from substrates 
All heteroepitaxial growth must start from a substrate, which should have a large 
wafer size, low crystal defects and reasonable prices. Commercial substrates are 
usually limited to binary compounds or single elements. In order to increase 
absorption efficiency, detectors are usually very thick in several micrometers. 
Very little lattice mismatch of the epilayer to the substrate is tolerable to avoid 
formation of structural defects. Thin layers, like QW, are possible to grow without 
strain relaxation, but are limited by the critical thickness. Fig. 1-2 shows a diagram 
of band-gap vs lattice constant for common semiconductors. GaAs, InP and GaSb 
are the most common substrates for optoelectronics. Schematically, the vertical 
magenta belts cover materials with lattice constants closely matched to these 
substrates. The limitation for QWs is relatively looser within the grey belts. The 
horizontal pink belts mark a few wavelength divisions. The crosses between the 
vertical and horizontal belts illustrate the possible materials corresponding to 
contain substrates for different wavelength requirements. Taking the telecom 
wavelengths (1.3 and 1.55 μm) for example, the only possible solutions are 
GaInAs(P) or InGaAsSb on InP substrates while there is no material at both 
wavelengths lattice matching to GaAs or Si substrates. Furthermore, MWIR 
optoelectronic devices are usually built on GaSb substrates and there is no direct 
III-V solution for LWIR on any commercial substrates. Table 1-1 summaries 
possible maximum wavelengths limited to some of the common III-V substrates to 
the best of our knowledge. The arrow in the bottom of Fig. 1-2 indicates a general 
trend for substrates with larger wafer size, higher quality, lower price and more 
mature process technology. It is clear from Fig. 1-2 that IR optoelectronic devices, 
especially for long wavelengths, need to be fabricated on small, expensive and less 
mature substrates. Realizations of IR devices with long wavelengths on substrates 
with small lattice constants may help not only reduce 
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cost but also improve the performance. For instance, telecom lasers with InGaAsP 
QWs grown on InP substrates reveal several drawbacks such as a low 
characteristic temperature making costly and energy inefficient coolers necessary 
to stabilize the lasing wavelength and the relatively small refractive index contrast 
making fabrication of low-cost vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) 
difficult. Telecom lasers built on GaAs may overcome these problems. It is 
Figure 1-2. Band-gap vs. lattice constant for III-V, II-VI and IV compounds 
(dots) and their alloys (lines)[127]. The magenta and grey belts indicate 
lattice constants tolerably matched to some common substrates for QWs 
and bulk materials, respective. The pink lines and belts mark some of the 
IR regions. 
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predicted that InGaAs QW lasers show the best characteristic temperature when 
they are grown on In0.26Ga0.74As substrates [8] which are unfortunately unavailable 
commercially with high quality. The limitations of available substrates call for 
new materials, new device concepts employing band engineering or nanostructures, 
and new growth technologies for high performance IR optoelectronic devices at a 
low cost. 
Table 1-1. Maximum achievable wavelength of common QWs and bulk 
materials grown on some commercial substrates. 
substrates
max achievable wavelength [ʅm] (material) 
QW bulk 
GaAs ~1.7 ʅm (GaInNAs) ~1 ʅm (GaInNAs) 
InP ~2.5 ʅm (InAs) ~1.7 ʅm (In0.53Ga0.47As) 
GaSb ~3.5 ʅm (GaInAsSb) ~3.5 ʅm (InAs) 
InSb — ~7.5 ʅm (InSb) 
 
“Metamorphic” growth technology is one of the possible solutions which can 
break the lattice matching limitation. In this approach, a buffer layer is first grown 
on top of a commercial substrate to relax most of the strain and to retain a smooth 
surface with a low density of threading dislocations. Then a virtue substrate or 
template with a desired lattice constant and acceptable structural quality is grown 
on the metamorphic buffer followed by a prescribed device structure without strain 
relaxation. Metamorphic growth requires no process before or after epi-growth and 
can be utilized to integrate heterostructures with different lattice constants, for 
example, multi-junction solar cells [9], [10].  
Novel device concepts utilizing intersubband transitions instead of interband 
transitions and sequential tunneling can largely help extend emission or absorption 
wavelengths in well established materials like GaAs/AlGaAs and 
InGaAs/InAlAs/InP. Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) can lase through the use of 
intersubband transitions and sequential tunneling in a repeated stack of multiple 
coupled QWs [11] at the MWIR and LWIR regions. Similar processes but in the 
opposite way are employed in quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) for 
photodetection. QWIPs are one of the candidates for the third generation MWIR 
and LWIR detectors [12].Another example of new device concepts employs band 
engineering of a unique type-II broken band alignment of InAs/GaSb with lattice 
mismatch of 0.61%. When InAs and GaSb thin layers are put together to form a 
superlattice, an effective band-gap can be formed and tuned from 0 to 0.5 eV by 
adjusting the thickness of the layers [13]. InAs/GaSb type-II superlattice (T2SL) 
on GaSb substrate is a promising candidate for high quality photodetectors 
working in both MWIR and LWIR [14], and has attracted great attention 
worldwide recently. Interband cascade lasers (ICLs) employ the same concept but 
using more complicated cascade structures to emit IR light in the MWIR range 
[15]. 
1 Introduction 
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Novel materials employing isoelectronic dopants with a large difference in 
electronegativity with respect to the host alloy possess a large energy bowing 
effect and are therefore of particular interest for IR optoelectronic applications [16]. 
One famous example is dilute nitride. When a small amount of N is incorporated 
into InGaAs, as large as 160 meV/at %N band bowing can be obtained making 
GaInNAs a strong candidate for GaAs based telecom lasers [17]. Bismuth, the 
heaviest group V element, has been found to also have a large band bowing effect 
when incorporated in common III-V compounds [18], [19]. To the contrary of 
dilute nitrides, which modify the conduction band, the influence of Bi on the band 
structure occurs only in the valence band. The electron transport properties in 
dilute bismide materials are therefore much less influenced than those in dilute 
nitride materials [20]. The perturbation of Bi atoms in the valence band also leads 
to strong spin-orbit splitting [21]. All these provide new degrees of freedom to 
engineer band structure of semiconductors for potential electronic and 
optoelectronic applications using dilute bismides. Intensive research has been 
implemented recently on GaAs1-xBix and related materials aiming to realize 1.55 
μm telecom lasers on GaAs with low inter-valence band Auger recombination [22]. 
There are very few reports on other III-V-Bi compounds. The large valence band 
edge reduction resulted from Ga(In)SbBi is promising for realizing >3 μm GaSb 
based type-I quantum well lasers [23]. Band bowing in InSb1-xBix is expected to 
reach absorption wavelengths at 8-14 μm making it a promising candidate for 
LWIR detector material [24]. 
1.2.2 Challenges for MWIR and LWIR photodetection 
Specific to the photodetection for gas sensing and imaging FPA detectors in 
MWIR and LWIR, the main requirements are higher pixel sensitivity, higher pixel 
density, multispectral functionality and higher operation temperature [25]. CdxHg1-
xTe (MCT) material is the most established candidate covering both MWIR and 
LWIR. Another well developed material is QWIP. The InAs/GaSb T2SL is 
expected to be a very attractive material system with superior performance 
compared with the two materials above [26]. The main advantages of MCT are 
high quantum efficiency, wide spectral bandwidth and high operating temperature, 
while it has problems with the low yield in fabricating FPAs and subsequently 
high cost. The advantages of QWIP are high uniformity, fast response and low cost 
based on mature III-V technology, while the main problems are low operating 
temperature, normal incident absorption forbidden and, most importantly, low 
quantum efficiency, requiring long integration time for imaging. T2SL has 
relatively high efficiency and is capable of operating at high temperatures.  
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1.3 Scopeofthisthesis
 
This thesis summarizes my work on novel materials and technologies for IR 
optoelectronic applications with focus on three main topics: metamorphic 
technology, T2SL materials and dilute bismide materials. MBE growth and 
characterization of the materials are the main perspectives.  
Metamorphic technology has been employed with the aim of improving 1.3 and 
1.55 ʅm InGaAs quantum well (QW) telecom lasers on GaAs substrates with high 
temperature stability. Alloy graded metamorphic InGaAs buffer layers are 
investigated with the main focus on studying the doping effect on quality of 
buffers with different grading profiles and slopes. A novel technique to block 
threading dislocations by using dilute nitride metamorphic buffers has been 
demonstrated. 
MBE growth of InAs/GaSb T2SLs for MWIR imaging has been investigated and 
the growth conditions optimized. Different strain compensation strategies are 
proposed, theoretically analyzed and experimentally tested. Single pixel 
photodetector with a low dark current is demonstrated. 
The work on dilute bismides focuses on MBE growth of III-SbBi and use of Bi as 
surfactant when growing InGaAs. GaSb1-xBix thin films have been grown for the 
first time by MBE. Bismuth atoms are found to be an excellent surfactant for 
InGaAs leading to enhanced photoluminescence intensity and emission 
wavelength at room temperature.  
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 starts with introduction to the MBE 
growth followed by various characterization techniques used in this work. Chapter 
3 discusses about metamorphic technology. In Chapter 4 MBE growth and 
optimization of T2SL detector materials are presented. Chapter 5 describes the 
MBE growth and characterization of III-SbBi materials as well as the surfactant 
effect of Bi during the growth of InGaAs. Finally, summary of each appended 
paper is presented. 
1 Introduction 
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2 MBEgrowthandcharacterizationtechniques
 
Material growth by MBE and sample characterization for surface, structural and 
optical properties compose most of the experimental work in this thesis. MBE 
growth and some of the characterization techniques are introduced below with 
particular emphasis laid on the aspects closely related to the materials discussed in 
this thesis. 
2.1 MBEgrowth
 
“Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a term used to denote the epitaxial growth of 
compound semiconductor films by a process involving the reaction of one or more 
thermal molecular beams with a crystalline surface under ultra-high vacuum 
conditions.”  This is the definition of MBE by its inventors John R. Arthur and 
Alfred Y. Cho [27]. Nowadays, MBE has become one of the most advanced and 
widely applied epitaxial techniques. The ultra-high vacuum (with a typical 
background pressure in 10-11 Torr range) in the growth chamber enables atoms 
evaporated from heated sources to impinge onto a substrate without collisions. The 
low growth rate (commonly around 1 monolayer/s) allows films to grow 
epitaxially with a precise thickness control down to the sub-monolayer level. 
Figure 2-1 and Fig. 2-2 show a photo and a schematic layout of our Riber 
Compact21 MBE system, respectively. Cracker sources are equipped for arsenic 
and antimony to produce dimeric molecules (As2 and Sb2) from elemental sources 
(As4 and Sb4). The flux is controlled by needle valve without changing source and 
cracker temperatures. Nitrogen is produced by cracking pure N2 in a RF source. 
All other elements including Bi, group III elements In, Ga and Al, and dopants Te, 
Si, Be are held in effusion cells. In and Ga sources are in “dual-filament” 
configuration which allows for using different temperatures for the material and 
the tip region. When an effusion cell is heated, a beam of atoms of the source 
material are incident onto the substrate. The beam flux is determined by the 
effusion cell temperature. All source temperatures in this MBE are regulated by 
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controllers. A beam flux monitor (BFM) is 
utilized to measure the beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of each source which is 
related to the real flux, J , through  
ܬ ൌ ߙ ܲߟ ൬
ܶ
ܯ൰
ଵȀଶ
 
                                                                                         (2-1) 
where, ܲ is the BEP of the element, ܯ is the molecular weight, ܶ is the absolute 
temperature of the source, ߟ is ionization efficiency, and ߙ is a constant related to 
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geometry and is the same for all sources in the same MBE system [28]. The 
ionization efficiency of an element  ߟ௫ can be estimated relative to N2, using 
ߟ௫
ߟேమ
ൌ ͲǤͶܼͳͶ ൅ ͲǤ͸ 
(2-2) 
where ܼ is the atomic number of element x.  
Regular checking of BEP can help track the stability and any change of the source 
flux. The beam of group III atoms can be switched on and off by mechanical 
shutters providing a precision of sub-monolayer in epi-layer thickness. The ultra-
high vacuum within the growth chamber is maintained by a high capacity 
cryopump and an ion pump, and liquid nitrogen cooled cryo-shrouds. The cryo-
shroud between effusion cells eliminates thermal cross-talk and the other one 
surrounding the substrate holder acts mainly as impurity traps. The substrate 
holder is heated and can be rotated at a speed up to 300 revolution/minute to 
enhance uniformity of doping, alloy compositions and layer thickness across a 3” 
wafer. 
 
Figure 2-1. A photo of a Riber Compact21 MBE system 
Substrate temperature or growth temperature is one of the vital parameters 
determining the material quality. It is measured by both a thermocouple and a 
pyrometer. The pyrometer can directly measure the temperature of the sample with 
an accuracy of ±5 °C as shown in Fig. 2-2. However it can only accurately 
measure temperatures above 450 °C. The thermocouple mounted on the backside 
of the substrate holder can measure lower temperatures, but the value can differ 
significantly from the real growth temperature on the sample surface. For most 
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samples involved in this thesis, the growth temperature is below 400 °C and 
therefore is measured only by a thermocouple.  
 
 
Figure 2-2. Schematic layout of a Riber Compact21 MBE system. 
 
One of the advantages of MBE over other epitaxial technologies is that the ultra-
high vacuum enables in-situ characterization by using reflective high-energy 
electron diffraction (RHEED).  RHEED can be used to check surface 
reconstructions and calibrate the growth rate. A more detailed discussion of 
RHEED will be in Section 2.2.2. 
Two MBE systems are installed in our lab, a VEECO EPI930 and a Riber 
Compact21. Growth of metamorphic samples was performed in the EPI930 system 
while the T2SLs and dilute bismides were grown by Riber Compact21. The 
EPI930 system is capable of maintaining very high vacuum (×10-11 torr) for all the 
source temperatures at growth conditions (with As needle valve closed) after more 
than 14 years usage. The Riber Compact21 system includes an automatic wafer 
transfer system, making it very friendly for operators. Interestingly, many growth 
parameters are specific to a particular system, for example, the reading of BEP of 
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group-III sources at the same growth rate differs by almost twice in the two 
systems. 
2.2 Surfacecharacterization
 
Surface morphology of MBE-grown samples is an important indicator of the 
material quality. Here we discuss two surface characterization techniques: RHEED 
is used to in-situ monitor the surface morphology and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) is to measure the surface morphology and roughness after growth. 
2.2.1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
AFM is one of the most powerful tools to measure surface morphology of 
semiconductors with the vertical resolution of sub-nanometer. A small tip with a 
typical radius of 20 nm on a cantilever is used to probe the surface. In our 
measurements we use the tapping mode, in which the tip is driven by a 
piezoelectric element to oscillate at a frequency near the cantilever’s resonant 
frequency.  The van der Waals force acting on the tip can decrease the oscillation 
amplitude when the tip is close to the sample surface. The distance of the 
cantilever above the surface is adjusted to keep the same oscillation amplitude 
during the scanning. Thus, the surface topography is reconstructed by movement 
of the cantilever. Compared with the contact mode, the tapping mode offers little 
damage to the samples as well as a high signal over noise ratio resolution. 
The equipment used in this thesis is a Digital Instruments Dimension 3000 
Scanning Probe Microscope in which AFM is one of the working modes. The 
highest vertical resolution is 0.1 nm. Fig. 2-3 is an AFM image of MBE grown 
GaSb surface on a GaSb substrate showing clear atomic steps with 0.3 nm height 
difference. 
 
Figure 2-3. An 1×1 ȝm2 AFM image of homo-epitaxial GaSb on a GaSb 
substrate showing single atomic layer steps. 
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The AFM measurement involves both mechanical movements and data processing. 
Artifacts would arise when interpreting the data. Under certain circumstances, 
these artifacts may be difficult to be eliminated, leading to false qualitative 
conclusions. Fig. 2-4 shows some typical artifacts one may observe during AFM 
measurements. The first type is the so-called “tail effect”. Clear tails can be 
observed at the right side of each Ga droplet in the left image. The data are 
recorded when the tip moving from left to right. When the tip meets a high droplet, 
it will move up quickly to avoid collision. After passing the droplet, it moves 
down in a slower pace, leading to insufficient closeness to the surface. The 
recorded height data is therefore higher than the real values. The “tails” look like 
“shadows” in the amplitude data channel as found in the right figure of Fig. 2-4, 
which can be utilized to judge whether some features are real or measurement 
defects. This problem can be solved by using slow scanning rates to enable the tip 
following the terrain. By comparing images scanned at different angles, artifacts 
are possible to be detected. The second type is “repeating features”. From the right 
amplitude image in Fig. 2-4 one may find that the top shape is almost the same for 
all the Ga droplets. This is an indication that the tip is dirty, probably adhered with 
dust particles. If necessary, a new tip is required. 
 
Figure 2-4. 10×10 ȝm2 AFM images of Ga droplets on GaAs(Bi) surface 
in both height (left) and amplitude (right) data channel showing typical 
artifacts.   
2.2.2 Reflective high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) 
In a RHEED measurement, a beam of high energy electrons (10 to 100 keV) are 
incident on the sample surface at a glazing angle of 1 to 2° [29]. The electrons do 
not penetrate deep into the sample at such an angle. The diffraction is essentially 
only from the 2D lattice on the surface. 
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During MBE growth, RHEED can be used to monitor surface reconstructions by 
observing the diffraction patterns. As shown in Fig. 2-5 (a), the diffraction pattern 
of a smooth surface consists of a group of parallel streaks. The case (b) shows the 
RHEED pattern when 3D islands are formed on the surface. The change from a 
streaky to a spotty pattern is a clear signature of the formation of QDs when 
growing InAs on GaAs. For a rough surface, the pattern is often a mixture of 
streaks and dots. 
 
 
Figure 2-5. RHEED diffraction patterns of a smooth (a) and a rough 
surface with 3D islands (b). 
RHEED can also be used to calibrate the growth rate in MBE. When measuring 
intensity of a beam spot of the diffraction pattern, it oscillates during the film 
growth. When the surface is covered by a fraction of a monolayer, part of the 
diffracted electrons will be scattered leading to a decrease of the intensity received 
by the detector. The amount of scattered electrons is proportional to the coverage 
of adatoms on surface. When a full monolayer is deposited, the intensity will go 
back to the maximum. Therefore the period of this oscillation corresponds to the 
time to grow one monolayer of the material, and the growth rate can be calculated 
subsequently. Practically, the amplitude of the oscillation decays with the film 
thickness due to the surface roughening [30], but this does not affect the 
periodicity.   
Figure 2-6 (a) shows an example of GaSb grown GaSb. Usually, the growth rate of 
AlAs is calibrated with the aid of GaAs, as shown in Fig. 2-6  (b), due to the rapid 
surface roughening if AlAs is grown alone.  
(b) (a) 
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Figure 2-6. RHEED intensity oscillation of (a) GaSb grown on GaSb, and 
(b) GaAs/AlGaAs grown on GaAs. 
2.3 Structuralcharacterization
2.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
TEM is a characterization technique allowing for direct vision of a sample 
structure. Layers with different compositions and interfaces, line and plane defects 
can be seen by different contrasts in TEM images.  
Electrons are accelerated to a very high energy, typically 200 keV, and focused by 
electromagnetic lenses onto a specimen. Some of the electrons are scattered by 
collisions with atoms in the crystal lattice when passing through the sample. The 
diffraction pattern is an array of bright spots corresponding to the reciprocal lattice 
as shown in Fig. 2-7. By inserting an aperture in the diffraction plane, a particular 
diffracted beam can be selected to view an image. If the beam transmitted directly 
through the sample is chosen, a bright-field image can be obtained. Otherwise, by 
selecting one of the diffracted beam spots, a dark-field image is achieved. In a 
bright field image, the regular crystal lattice appears as a bright background while 
the defects, such as dislocations, are dark due to strong scattering of the electrons. 
Fig. 2-8 shows an example of a bright field cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) image.  
TEM is intensively used for characterizations of metamorphic samples. 
Dislocations and their distribution can be clearly revealed. We can estimate the 
threading dislocation (TD) density by counting the number of TDs in large scale 
XTEM images. Limited by the sample preparation the minimal detectable TD 
density is in the order of 106-107/ cm2. 
 
(b) (a) 
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Figure 2-7. Electron diffraction pattern from a metamorphic structure 
observed in TEM. 
 
Figure 2-8. A bright field cross-sectional TEM image of a QW structure 
on a uniform InGaAs metamorphic buffer grown on a GaAs substrate. 
 
Since the electrons can’t penetrate too deep into a crystal, the specimen should be 
made very thin, typically around 100 nm. Therefore, specimen preparation is 
crucial for obtaining high quality images and is very time consuming. Figure 2-9 
shows the major preparation steps in which a focused ion-beam (FIB) source is 
employed to cut a slice of material. 
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Figure 2-9. Specimen preparation for TEM. From upper-left to lower-right, the 
steps are: deposition of a platinum protection layer; etching by FIB to produce a 
slice; sealing of a tungsten tip to the slice and breaking the rest connections by FIB; 
taking out the specimen, sealing the specimen to a copper grid; thinning down 
layer by layer by FIB until reaching a thickness of about 100 nm.  
2.3.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
XRD is a very useful tool for determining structural properties. It is a non-
destructive method with a high precision and less time consuming compared with 
TEM. The basic underlying physics is the Bragg diffraction. Figure 2-10 shows the 
geometry of different angles used in the XRD measurement. 
There are three angles that must be optimized before a real measurement. The first 
one is Ȧ which is the angle between the incident X-ray beam and the sample 
surface. The second one is Iwhich is the angle between the in-plane crystal 
direction and the plane formed by the incident and the diffracted beams. The last 
one, ȥ, is the tilting angle of the sample surface to the sample holder normal. The 
Z-value is theoretically determined when a crystal plane is chosen. It can deviate 
up to 2° caused by the crystal misorientation in a real measurement for non-off cut 
substrates. The other two angles should be 0° if the sample is perfectly mounted. 
These angles are very sensitive to diffraction peak positions and intensity and must 
be carefully optimized. The procedure is first to find out the rough position of Ȧ 
and then optimize I and ȥ one by one. They are not independent and an iterative 
optimization procedure is necessary. 
Rocking curve is the most common measurement for characterization of 
metamorphic samples. This is done by carrying out a Ȧ-2ș scan. The 2ș is the 
angle between the incident and the diffracted beams and the Ȥ is the offset between 
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Ȧ and ș. In the Ȧ-2ș scan, Ȧ and 2ș change simultaneously while the Ȥ is kept 
constant. 
 
Figure 2-10. The geometry for the (115) plane asymmetric X-ray 
diffraction [31]. 
A typical rocking curve of a metamorphic structure is shown in Fig. 2-11. The 
different peak positions indicate different lattice constants along the growth 
direction. For a pseudomorphic layer, one rocking curve from a symmetric (004) 
plane is sufficient to obtain all the information since the lateral lattice constant is 
the same as that of the substrate. For a relaxed structure, by measuring a series of 
scans on asymmetric planes, commonly the ሺͳͳͷሻ and the ሺͳͳͷሻ planes, both the 
lateral and the vertical lattice constants can be obtained. The fully relaxed lattice 
constant can then be calculated from these two values based on elastic theories. If 
we know the elements of the layer, for example InxGa1-xAs, then the compositions 
of the elements can be determined by Vegard’s law [32]. 
 
Figure 2-11. A typical (004) rocking curve of a metamorphic structure. 
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The above analysis is valid only for thick layers. For thin layers, theoretical 
simulation based on dynamic theory is necessary to fit the measured rocking curve 
and to extract information on thickness and alloy composition. The precision 
varies depending on structures and is very high for short-period SLs. As shown in 
Fig. 2-12 for a GaSb/AlGaSb SL, even the high order interference fringes can be 
matched, leading to a precision up to 0.05 nm in thickness and 0.1% in element 
composition. This provides alternative ways for calibration of growth rates. For a 
partially relaxed structure, fitting is not easy to implement unless the relaxation 
rate is known. 
 
Figure 2-12. A measured (004) rocking curve of a GaSb/AlGaSb SL (blue) 
and the fitted curve (red). Satellite peaks are labeled. 
 
XRD was employed as the main tool to characterize the structural properties also 
for T2SL materials. Figure 2-13 shows a typical XRD (004) rocking curve of a 
T2SL sample. The interface quality is one of the major factors for structural 
quality and can be quantified by measuring the full width at a half maximum 
(FWHM) of the diffraction fringes. The narrower the diffraction peaks, the 
smoother the interfaces. Moreover, the separation between the GaSb substrate (or 
layer) peak and the 0th order diffraction peak of the superlattice in XRD rocking 
curves can be used as a parameter to indicate the overall lattice mismatch of the 
T2SL to GaSb substrate. The thickness of one period of the superlattice can also be 
obtained by measuring the space between the diffraction fringes. Simulation and 
fitting of the XRD rocking curves for T2SLs is difficult.  Because the total 
thickness of one period of a T2SL structure for MWIR detection is commonly less 
than 20 MLs, the two interfaces compose a significant portion of each period and 
their chemical compositions are usually unknown in simulation and have to be 
regarded as fitting parameters. 
 
GaSb0th
1st
-2nd 3rd
-1st
2nd
-3rd
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Strain relaxation in T2SL materials can be reflected in XRD rocking curve as well. 
Although the lattice constants of InAs and GaSb are very close (6.0960 vs 6.0583 
Å), there is still 0.6% lattice mismatch (tensile strain for InAs grown on a GaSb 
substrate or buffer template) between them. Strain relaxation may occur for 
micrometer thick devices. An example of this can be seen in the XRD rocking 
curve of a sample grown on a thick GaSb buffer template on a GaAs substrate in 
Fig. 2-14 (a), where each superlattice peak is split into two. An XTEM image 
shown in Fig. 2-14 (b) confirms that the upper part of the T2SL structure is 
partially relaxed by nucleation of misfit dislocations (MDs). These MDs are 
usually accompanied by threading dislocations (TDs) terminated on the sample 
surface. The two sets of diffraction peaks correspond to X-ray interference from 
the upper relaxed and the lower strained superlattices, respectively.  
 
Figure 2-13. A (004) XRD rocking curve from a high quality T2SL sample. 
 
 
Figure 2-14. (a) An XRD rocking curve of a partially relaxed T2SL sample 
grown on a thick GaSb buffer template on a GaAs substrate, and (b) an 
XTEM image of the same sample. Both MDs and TDs are marked. 
(b) (a) 
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Reciprocal space mapping by XRD is another very powerful method by which all 
the information regarding strain and relaxation can be obtained. However this kind 
of measurement is very time consuming. 
2.3.3 Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) 
RBS is a technique for analysis of materials that can be utilized to study element 
composition and depth-distribution profile, species of dopants and their density, 
film thickness, etc [33]. In an RBS measurement, accelerated Į particles 
(commonly 4He ions with energy of a few MeV) are incident on the target to be 
analyzed, partly backscattered through elastic collisions with the target atomic 
nuclei, and then captured by detectors, as illustrated in Fig. 2-14. The energy of the 
backscattered ions can be used to determine the mass and the depth distribution of 
the atoms in the target, while the counting of the backscattered particles 
determines the density of the atoms. The retrieval of information is commonly 
done by curve fitting for the measured spectra. 
  
Figure 2-15. Schematic of the RBS measurement. 
For a channeling RBS measurement, the incident beam of ions is aligned with a 
major symmetry axis of the crystal. The incident ions can then penetrate deeply 
into the target crystal without being backscattered, leading to a dramatic reduction 
of the measured backscattered signal. This measurement can help determine the 
regularity of the crystal structure of the target sample.  One of the applications of 
channeling RBS is to determine whether the measured atoms are interstitial or at 
substitutional sites. 
RBS measurements are sensitive, fast and non-destructive, and therefore widely 
applied for material analysis, particularly for semiconductors. We have 
successfully utilized RBS to demonstrate the incorporation of Bi in GaSb and InSb. 
A large fraction of the Bi atoms are found to be at substitutional sites, meaning 
that these atoms have been incorporated into the crystal lattice. 
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2.3.4 Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) 
SIMS is a material analysis technique for determining the composition of solid 
surfaces and thin films. As shown in Fig. 2-16, a beam of “primary ions” are 
incident on the surface of the sample and transfer their energy to molecules on the 
surface leading to sputtering of the “secondary ions” [34]. The secondary ions 
which are charged are accelerated by an electric field and then collected and 
measured by a mass spectrometer. SIMS measurements are highly sensitive and 
capable of analyzing practically any ionizable elements down to a few parts-per-
billion levels [35]. Compared with RBS, SIMS has higher sensitivity for element 
detection and high resolution in element distribution profile, but it is destructive to 
the measured sample. 
 
Figure 2-16. Schematic of the SIMS measurement. 
SIMS measurements were carried out for our dilute bismide samples for 
confirmation of Bi incorporation and for studies of element distribution profiles. 
The measurement parameters were first optimized using a Bi2Te3 thin film as a 
reference. Oxygen and cesium ions were tested. It was found that use of negative 
oxygen ions with an incidence angle of 60° yields the highest sensitivity for Bi 
detection.  
2.4 OpticalcharacterizationbyPhotoluminescence
 
Photoluminescence (PL) is one of the most widely used experimental techniques 
for characterizing optical property of semiconductor heterostructures.  Excited by a 
focused laser beam with larger photon energy than the material band-gap, 
electrons and holes are generated.  Then they can relax to low energy states, 
diffuse and eventually recombine either by emission of a photon or generation of 
heat. Through studying the emission spectrum, a wealth of information can be 
obtained such as the band-gap energy, energy confinement in QWs and QDs, 
defect levels, carrier lifetimes in time-resolved PL and so on. For metamorphic 
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materials, the optical property of a QW structure above a metamorphic buffer can 
act as an efficient indicator for the structure quality of the metamorphic buffer, 
while for T2SL materials, the PL intensity is another indication of the structural 
quality. For wavelength shorter than 1.7 μm, we use a monochromator based setup 
which is shown in Fig. 2-17. A sample is excited by an Ar ion laser with a 
wavelength of 514.5 nm. Spontaneous emission is then collected and focused into 
a monochromator for wavelength dispersion. The PL intensity at each wavelength 
is measured by a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge detector. A phase-locked loop 
implemented by a chopper and a lock-in amplifier is utilized to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio. 
 
Figure 2-17. Schematic layout of the PL setup for wavelength <1.7 μm. 
For longer wavelength (>1.7 ʅm), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
is utilized to measure the spectra. Fig. 2-18 shows the setup of a FTIR for PL 
measurement. The sample is also exited by a laser (not shown in the figure). The 
emitted signal from the sample is split into two beams, which interfere with each 
other after reflected back from a fixed mirror and a moving mirror, respectively. 
The recorded interferogram is then converted into frequency domain 
mathematically by Fourier transformation.  
The most important parameters of a PL spectrum are peak wavelength, peak 
intensity and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM). The PL intensity is a strong 
indicator of defect density, for example TDs in metamorphic samples and point 
defects in T2SL samples. These defects act as carrier traps, where electrons and 
holes combine very fast through a non-radiative channel. For metamorphic QWs, a 
high TD density will lead to weak PL intensities or no PL. The FWHM is 
dependent on the interface roughness and alloy non-uniformity. Figure 2-19 shows 
PL spectra from two identical QWs grown on two metamorphic buffers with 
different structural qualities.  
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Figure 2-18. Schematic of PL measurement by FTIR. 
The most important parameters of a PL spectrum are peak wavelength, peak 
intensity and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM). The PL intensity is a strong 
indicator of defect density, for example TDs in metamorphic samples and point 
defects in T2SL samples. These defects act as carrier traps, where electrons and 
holes combine very fast through a non-radiative channel. For metamorphic QWs, a 
high TD density will lead to weak PL intensities or no PL. The FWHM is 
dependent on the interface roughness and alloy non-uniformity. Figure 2-19 shows 
PL spectra from two identical QWs grown on two metamorphic buffers with 
different structural qualities.  
PL for T2SL materials were carried out at 77 K, with the aim of examining the 
band-gap energy as well as the optical quality.  
 
Figure 2-19. PL spectra of In0.3Ga0.7As QWs grown on two different 
metamorphic buffers on GaAs: a uniform In0.15Ga0.85As buffer (blue 
dashed line) and a strain compensated GaAs/In0.3Ga0.7As SL buffer (red 
solid line).  
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3 Metamorphictechnology
3.1 Introduction
 
The proposal and realization of the concept “semiconductor heterostructures” was 
revolutionary in electronics and optoelectronics and paved the road to the fast 
development of information and communication technology nowadays [36]. The 
epitaxy of heterostructures has already become a common technology for 
semiconductor industry. Modern heteroepitaxy methods, namely molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), provide a great 
freedom on designing heterostructures. However, at a very high evolution pace, 
the freedom soon meets some practical limitations, the most crucial one of being 
lattice mismatch as heterostructures must be epitaxially grown on substrates of a 
similar lattice constant, large wafer size, low crystal defects and reasonable prices. 
If a thin crystal layer is grown onto a substrate with a different lattice constant, the 
atoms in the epi-layer will be forced to align with the lattice below at the initial 
growth [37]. This phenomenon is called pseudomorphic growth and the epi-layer 
is fully strained in this case. The strain force or energy will be accumulated while 
the epi-layer is growing thick until a critical point [38], at which the strain starts to 
relieve by formation of three-dimensional (3D) islands on the growth front for 
large lattice mismatch or misfit dislocations (MDs) inside the crystal for small 
lattice mismatch. The MDs are often in the form of section of lines lying at the epi-
layer/substrate interface leaving threading components called threading 
dislocations (TDs) penetrating through subsequent heterostructures. In most cases, 
TDs have an adverse effect for optoelectronic devices. 
As shown in Figure 1-2, commercial substrates are usually binary compounds or 
single elements. This restriction allows for only those materials with a lattice 
constant very close to that of substrate to be employed as building blocks for 
heterostructures and devices. Taking GaAs or InP substrates for instance, only the 
combinations within the grey area, limited by the critical thickness, can be chosen 
to design devices. For example, a 1.3 ȝm pseudomorphic InxGa1-xAs QW laser on 
GaAs requires a minimum In composition of 45.5%, but the corresponding critical 
thickness is only 3 nm making such a laser on a GaAs substrate impossible [39]. 
There are also other practical applications requiring the solutions to the lattice 
mismatch problem, for example, Ga(Al)N growth for visible and ultraviolet light 
emission [40], uncooled telecom lasers on GaAs [41][42], integration of GaAs 
and/Si based devices [43–50] and multiple junction solar cells [10], [51], [52] etc.  
Many techniques have been proposed to overcome the lattice mismatch problem 
such as compliant substrates [53–55], patterned substrate epitaxy [56], wafer 
bonding [57] and metamorphic growth. All the techniques except the last one 
require processes steps either before or after epitaxial growth and thus increasing 
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complexity. Metamorphic growth is a monolithic method involving no processes 
and can be repeatedly used if needed. In this approach, a thick buffer layer, by 
either step-grading or alloy-grading, is grown on a commercial substrate to relax 
most of the strain followed by growth of a virtue substrate or template with a 
desired lattice constant and acceptable surface and structural quality. The 
metamorphic growth is very effective for templates with small and medium lattice 
mismatch respect to the substrate. For large lattice mismatch and under special 
growth conditions, a high quality template can be grown directly on a substrate 
without any buffer using the interfacial misfit (IMF) method which works very 
well for example for InAs/GaAs [58], GaSb/GaAs [59] and AlSb/Si [60] etc.. 
After the first experiments with the idea of metamorphic growth in the 1970s and 
80s [61], [62], there have been extensive studies in both metamorphic electronic 
and optoelectronic devices. However only metamorphic HEMTs were found to be 
compatible with those based on InP [63], [64], [65] and have been commercialized 
in the late 1990s. HEMT is a small device in which the distance between a source 
and a drain is of μm, making it possible to tolerate a moderate TD density. Most 
optoelectronic devices are considerably large in size (>10 μm), and thus require a 
much lower TD density to function. Our group has been working on metamorphic 
QW lasers at telecom wavelengths since 2003 and has made remarkable 
breakthroughs including demonstrations of the world first 1.34 ȝm InGaAs QW 
lasers under continuous wave excitation [66] and 1.58 μm metamorphic InGaAs 
QW lasers at room temperature [67] in collaboration with Institute of 
Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China.  
Use of an alloy graded buffer is one of the most successful metamorphic growth 
schemes and has been extensively investigated for several material combinations 
such as InGaAs on GaAs [68], [69], SiGe on Si [70], AlGaAsSb on GaAs [71], 
InGaP on GaAs [72] and GaAs on Si [73]. By continuously changing alloy 
compositions in the buffer layer, most TDs are bent and confined in the bottom 
part of the buffer layer leaving a nearly dislocation free virtual template with a 
desired lattice constant. In our previous work we have found that doping in a 
graded buffer, which is necessary for metamorphic lasers and solar cells, can have 
strong influences on both surface morphology and structural properties of the 
metamorphic template. The device architecture and process complexity are highly 
related to whether the device structure will be grown on semi-insulating or highly 
doped substrates. It is therefore important to study the interplays between doping 
and alloy grading schemes on metamorphic template quality to find out optimal 
buffer designs. Even if the metamorphic buffer design is optimized, further 
reduction of TDs in the device active layers using novel dislocation blocking or 
filtering techniques is beneficial to improve material as well as device quality.  
In this chapter, I will first introduce some basic knowledge on strain relaxation and 
structural defects in metamorphic buffers. The study of the doping effect on buffer 
quality with different alloy grading profiles and grading slopes will be then 
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presented. Finally a novel method for TD blocking employing dilute nitrides will 
be described.  
3.2 StrainrelaxationinIIIǦVsemiconductors
3.2.1 Lattice mismatch and strain 
When a thin crystal film is epitaxially grown on a substrate, the lattice of atoms in 
the epi-layer tends to align with that in the substrate if the epi-layer thickness is 
much smaller than that of the substrate (typically 300 μm). In the ideal case, the 
two lattices will align perfectly in the lateral directions through biaxial 
deformation of the epi-layer, leading to compressive strain if the epi-layer has a 
larger lattice constant compared with the one in the substrate or tensile strain in the 
opposite case. Lattice mismatch is defined as the relative difference in percentage 
between the two bulk lattice constants.  
Strain provides some freedoms to tailor-make the energy band structure and carrier 
transport, and thus plays an important role in heterostructure devices. Strain energy 
is accumulated when the structure is growing thick, and strain relaxation highly 
depends on the lattice mismatch and growth conditions. While strain relaxation 
often generates deleterious structural defects in pseudomorphic heterostructures 
which degrade device performances, it can also be utilized. The most significant 
example is the self-assembled QDs which are formed by nucleation and 
coalescence of 3D “islands” via the Stranski-Krastanov [74] growth mode. QDs 
have been successfully used in many kinds of devices such as solar cells [75], light 
emitting diodes [76] and diode lasers [77] etc. Another example is metamorphic 
growth, the main topic of this chapter. In metamorphic buffers, strain relaxation by 
formation of MDs is required in a controlled manner to minimize surface 
roughness and the density of TDs.  
3.2.2 Strain relaxation 
Strain in heterostructures can be relaxed in many different ways such as formation 
of 3D islands, formation and propagation of dislocations, cracks, and coherent 
elastic deformation, etc. All these are related and compete with each other.  
Formation of 3D islands 
Strain can be relaxed by means of increasing surface area to form 3D islands (also 
called QDs if their size is in nm scale) if the increase of the surface energy is 
smaller than the relief of the strain energy. This happens when the lattice mismatch 
is large. Figure 3-1 (a) shows the simulation of the in-plane strain of a lens shaped 
In0.5Ga0.5As island growing on a GaAs substrate using finite element method 
(FEM). The strain relaxation in 3D islands is incomplete and non-uniform: the top 
part of the island is mostly relaxed while the edge of the island is highly strained, 
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in consistent with the experiments [78]. If the size of the island is large enough, the 
residual strain in the island will be further relaxed by formation of MDs. For 
InxGa1-xAs grown on a GaAs substrate, the critical In composition for onset of 
formation of 3D islands is around 25-30% which has lattice mismatch of about 2% 
[39].  
 
 
Misfit dislocations 
For lattice mismatched heterostructures with relatively small lattice mismatch 
(<2%), strain tends to be relaxed by formation of MDs at the critical thickness. 
Figure 3-1 (b) shows a schematic of a MD generated in a compressively strained 
epi-layer in which one row of the bonds are missing at the interface, allowing for 
Figure 3-1. Ways of strain relaxation. (a) FEM simulation of coherent 
strain relaxation in a compressively-strained In0.5Ga0.5As 3D island on a 
GaAs substrate. The color indicates the value of the in-plane strain. The 
deformation is 2 times exaggerated. (b) Schematic of a MD in a 
heterostructure. (d) Cross-sectional TEM image of a crack in a GaAsN 
buffer grown on GaAs. (d) In-plane strain distribution of a relaxed 30 
nm radius InAs nanowire grown on GaAs simulated by FEM. The black 
frame is the original shape without relaxation. The deformation is 10 
times exaggerated. The color indicates the value of the in-plane strain.  
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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the lattice of the epi-layer to slightly stretch towards its original size and thus 
releasing part of the strain. Effective strain relaxation occurs via formation of a 
network of orthogonal MDs. Practically, a dislocation is hardly as simple as is 
illustrated in Fig. 3-1 (b). Dislocations in diamond and zincblende (001) 
heteroepitaxial layers will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
Cracks 
Cracks can occur during the cooling process when the epi-layer has a larger 
thermal expansion coefficient than that of the substrate, i.e. due to the thermal 
mismatch. They may also shown up in a tensile strained epi-layer as a competing 
mechanism against formation of MDs. Crack is a common problem in III-nitride 
materials [79] but also in other III-V materials for example when InGaAs grown 
on InP  [74, 75]. Figure 3-1 (c) shows an example of a crack formed in a GaAsN 
buffer grown on GaAs [72]. 
Coherent elastic deformation 
Strain relaxation through coherent elastic deformation could become significant in 
nano-scale structures like nanowires or near the edges of the epi-layer grown on a 
patterned substrate. Figure 3-1 (d) shows an example of the lateral residual strain 
from a 500 nm long InAs nanowire with a radius of 30 nm grown on a GaAs 
substrate simulated by FEM. As seen, the nanowire expends laterally and contracts 
vertically. The majority upper part of the nanowire is almost strain free. This kind 
of strain relaxation can be so efficient such that, if the diameter of a nanowire is 
sufficiently small, it can be grown infinitely long without any MDs [82].  
3.2.3 Dislocations in zincblende crystals 
In zincblende (001) heteroepitaxial layers, most MDs are 60° type dislocations 
with a Burgers vector 60° away from the MDs lying along the orthogonal ሾͳͳͲሿ 
and ሾͳതͳͲሿ directions as sketched in Fig. 3-2 (a). This type of MDs has a mixture 
of screw and edge dislocation components and is not as efficient as pure 90° edge 
MDs for strain relaxation. 60° type MDs are often connected by one or two TDs 
that can thread through the whole structure and terminate at the surface. Therefore 
it is essential to suppress TDs in a metamorphic structure.  
There are several sources of generating MDs such as bending of existing TDs from 
the substrate, homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation and gliding of 
dislocation half loops and dislocation multiplications etc. Nowadays, commercial 
substrates have an etch pit density down to 103 cm-2 or lower. The bending of 
existing TDs from the substrate is therefore not enough to relax the strain. It is 
calculated that homogeneous nucleation of dislocation half-loops in InGaAs on 
GaAs occurs only for large lattice mismatch >2-6% depending on the selected 
dislocation core values [83]. The dislocation multiplication is unlikely to happen at 
the initial strain relaxation. It is generally accepted that the dominant strain 
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relaxation mechanism in InGaAs epi-layers grown on GaAs is heterogeneous 
nucleation of dislocation half loops on the surface as shown in Fig. 3-2 (b).  
Dislocation half loops first nucleate at the growth front, then glide toward the 
interface in the (111) plane and relax part of the strain from the surface through the 
epi-layer. The gliding process eventually stops at the interface between the 
uniform epi-layer and the substrate to form a MD segment and two TDs, or at the 
position where the strain force is balanced by the dislocation line tension and the 
Peierls–Nabarro friction force in an alloy graded buffer [84]. The two TDs can still 
glide laterally until meeting strong impedances or being annihilated. For InGaAs 
grown on a GaAs (001) substrate, the MDs lie in the ሾͳͳതͲሿ  and the ሾͳͳͲሿ 
directions (called Į and ȕ dislocations, respectively) [50, 51], forming a grid of 
dislocation lines at the interface. Figure 3-3 (a) [86] shows an in-plane TEM photo 
of a MD grid. The MDs cause strain non-uniformity at the growth front, which 
induces preferential deposition of the impingent Ga and In atoms and thus 
thickness and alloy fluctuations [87].  
In order to reduce the TD density, the average length of MD segments should be as 
long as possible. Gliding of TDs increases the length of MD segments. So it would 
be wonderful if all the TDs can glide all the way to the edge of the sample. 
However, most of them are stopped after interacting with other MDs or TDs, or 
pinned by point defects in the crystal. When two MDs or TDs meet, there are 
several possible ways of interactions and Fig. 3-3 shows a few examples.  The 
most interesting case is that when two TDs with anti-parallel Burgers vectors meet 
they will annihilate leaving a MD. 
 
 
Figure 3-2. (a) Geometrical illustration of a 60° dislocation in zincblende 
crystals. (b) Illustration of the formation and gliding of a dislocation half 
loop in a uniform epi-layer.  
b 
60° ͲͲͳ
ͳͳͲ
ͳതͳͲ
(a) (b) 
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In a uniform thick buffer, strain relaxation is realized by gliding of dislocation 
half-loops from surface to the buffer/substrate interface forming MDs as well as a 
large amount of TDs. Dislocation interactions are also functioning to replicate 
more MDs and TDs if their densities are high. The TD density decreases with the 
buffer thickness, h, at the scaling of 1/h for a TD density >107 cm-2 and of e-Dh, 
where D being a constant, when the TD density is <107 cm-2 [88]. For GaAs/Si as 
example, it was experimentally found that the TD density decreased from initially 
109 cm-2 to 2.2x107 cm-2 and 7x106 cm-2 for 10 and 60 μm thick GaAs, 
respectively. Use of an alloy graded buffer is much more effective in reducing the 
TDs. By continuously changing the alloy composition in the buffer layer, TDs can 
be effectively bent by the increased or decreased strain force and confined in the 
bottom part of the buffer layer leaving a fully strained top layer which acts as a 
virtual template with a desired lattice constant. The TD density can be easily 
reduced to 107 cm-2 by a a1 μm alloy graded buffer.  
For metamorphic optoelectronic devices where back-contacts on conductive 
substrates are often used, it is necessary to dope the metamorphic buffer to lead the 
current through the device. We have found that different types of dopants in alloy 
graded InGaAs metamorphic buffers have a significant effect on structural 
properties and surface morphology [89]. The easiest way to realize an alloy graded 
buffer during MBE growth is to linearly ramp the In and/or Ga source 
temperatures. Since the beam flux depends exponentially on the source 
temperature, the actual alloy profile following a linear source temperature grading 
(LTG) is a super-linear curve with a slow increase of the alloy composition 
Figure 3-3. A MD grid at the interface of In0.027Ga0.973As/GaAs 
revealed by bright field planar-view TEM. Reproduced from 
reference[86] by permission of the author T. Wosinski. (a)  indicates 
a TD. Two situations when MDs meets without (b) and with 
interaction (c) are indicated.  
b 
c 
a 
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initially and a fast increase at the end. Therefore alloy grading profile is an 
important parameter for buffer optimization. In this thesis, three grading profiles as 
shown in Fig. 3-4 are discussed. In addition to the LTG, the second is a truly linear 
alloy grading (LAG) and the last one is essentially a mirror image of the LTG (M-
LTG) profile with respect to the LAG showing a sub-linear curve, both 
produced by a carefully designed source temperature ramping program to 
compensate the exponential temperature dependence. The LTG can be 
approximated as superposition of two LAG profiles: an initial small grading slope 
LAG and a final large grading slope LAG, while the M-LTG has the opposite 
situation. As will be discussed below, In segregation is highly dependent on the 
grading slope and is responsible for final surface and structural properties of a 
metamorphic buffer. This motivates that the grading slope should be considered as 
an independent parameter for buffer optimization. 
3.3.1 Strain relaxation in alloy graded buffer layers 
Strain relaxation process and dislocation kinetics are different in continuous alloy 
grading compared with the case of a uniform buffer. In the former case, the major 
mechanism of the TD reduction is bending of TDs to form MDs. The differential 
change in lattice mismatch ensures that the generated MDs can distribute at any 
place in the buffer rather than being confined only at the interface in the uniform 
buffer. Hence, the chance for a MD to be pinned by another MD running along the 
orthogonal direction is much smaller in the alloy grading case and a TD can glide 
for a long distance and has a large probability to be annihilated by other TDs with 
opposite Burgers vectors [68, 69]. Below I summarize some common features 
found in alloy graded metamorphic buffers based on our own experiments. All the 
metamorphic buffers were grown at 380 ºC read by the thermocouple using MBE.  
 “Dislocation-free” region and residual strain 
Figure 3-4. Three alloy grading profiles of InGaAs on GaAs studied in the 
thesis. The broken lines illustrate approximation of the LTG and M_LTG 
profiles into two LAG with different slopes. 
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Figure 3-5 shows an XTEM image of an LAG InxGa1-xAs buffer with x=0-0.42. A 
clear boundary (marked by the broken line) can be found in the image leaving a 
nearly “dislocation-free” region above it. This phenomenon was predicted by J. 
Tersoff [91]. In his model, the equilibrium distribution of dislocations and residual 
strain in an alloy graded buffer were calculated by minimizing the total energy 
(strain energy plus dislocation energy). Theoretically, at the equilibrium, the part 
below this boundary is fully relaxed while the upper “dislocation-free” region is 
fully strained. With increasing the alloy grading rate (thus also of the lattice 
mismatch), the thickness of the “dislocation-free” region decreases while the 
residual strain in the upper part of the buffer increases. Taking the LAG profile as 
an example, the thickness of the “dislocation-free” region, h, can be expressed by 
݄ ൌ ඥʹߣȀܾܿ߳Ԣ 
(3-1) 
and the residual strain, ߝҧ, is 
ߝҧ ൌ ඥʹߣ߳ԢȀܾܿ 
(3-2) 
where ߣ is the dislocation energy per unit length, b is the misfit component of the 
Burgers vector of the dislocation, c is an appropriate elastic constant for biaxial 
strain and ߳Ԣ is the grading slope of the lattice mismatch. For a fixed material 
system, ߣ, b and c can be treated as constants. So the thickness of the “dislocation-
free” region and the residual strain are dependent only on the grading slope. The 
measured thickness of the “dislocation-free” region is always smaller than the 
theoretical calculations by 10-40% from our measurements because the strain 
below the boundary is only partially relaxed due to the dislocation interactions. A 
thick “dislocation-free” region is found to favor the gliding of TDs resulting in 
long MD segments and a low TD density. 
 
Figure 3-5. An XTEM image of an LAG InxGa1-xAs buffer with x=0-0.42. 
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Step-like strain relaxation 
Another phenomenon found in Fig. 3-5 is that the MDs are formed at discrete 
levels, which indicates a step-like strain relaxation process even though the alloy 
grading is continuous. The Tersoff model based on equilibrium assumptions hasn’t 
explain this phenomenon. We propose the following model. In the beginning of 
the growth, the epi-layer grows pseudomorphically until the thickness reaches a 
critical value and dislocation half-loops begin to form. The dislocation half-loops 
glide toward the interface and thus relax part of the strain from the surface through 
the epi-layer. During the downward gliding process, the residual strain, which is 
equal to the difference between the lattice mismatch (position dependent) and the 
degree of strain relaxation (constant), decreases and so does the strain force that 
drives the dislocation gliding. The strain force is eventually balanced by the 
dislocation line tension and the Peierls-Nabarro friction force [84]. The gliding is 
then stopped and MDs are formed. No MDs will be generated in the region where 
the strain force is smaller than the friction force. Now, the overall strain in the 
upper part of the alloy graded buffer becomes much smaller than before the 
relaxation. The growth continues, and new strain accumulates again. When it 
reaches the critical thickness, similar relaxation happens again. New MDs will be 
generated at the places where the new force balance is established as discussed 
above. Thus, the strain is relaxed by formation of MDs at discrete levels. If the 
gliding of TDs is impeded by some reasons, e.g. the MDs in the orthogonal 
direction or crystal defects, the length of MDs can be short and it is difficult to see 
the step-like distribution of MDs in this case.  
 
Figure 3-6. An XTEM image of an LTG InxGa1-xAs layer with x=0~0.42. 
The right figure shows the In grading profile. 
Figure 3-6 shows another example using LTG. The In source temperature is 
linearly graded in this sample leading to an exponentially graded In composition 
shown at the right side of the figure. It can be seen that in the beginning, the 
grading slope is small, so it requires a large thickness to initiate the first strain 
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relaxation. When the grading slope becomes steeper, the space between the two 
neighbor MD layers turns to be smaller. This experimental finding supports our 
model above.  
Cross-hatch surface 
The cross-hatch pattern is a typical surface morphology of alloy graded buffers, 
shown in Fig. 3-7 as an example. The MDs underneath the surface create strain 
uniformity at the growth front, inducing preferential agglomeration of the 
impingent Ga and In atoms. Indium segregation  during InGaAs growth is a well 
known fact [92]. As a result, excess In atoms are found on the growth surface 
leading to the enhanced In concentration and the lattice mismatch on the growth 
front. These mobile In and Ga adatoms tend to nucleate in a 3D mode resulting in 
formation of the cross-hatch pattern with fluctuated thickness and composition on 
the growth surface. The amount of In atoms and their diffusion length on an 
InxGa1-xAs graded buffer are two important factors determining the surface 
morphology and structural properties.  
 
Figure 3-7. A typical cross-hatch pattern of an alloy graded InGaAs buffer 
on GaAs shown in a 10×10 μm2 AFM scan. 
J. M. Muraki et al proposed a model to simulate the In segregation process in 
uniform III-V ternary compounds based on an iterative approach [92]. We extend 
this model to simulate the segregation in LAG InxGa1-xAs buffers and find that the 
amount of segregated In atoms in terms of monolayer on the growth front of an 
InxGa1-xAs buffer, C(h), with thickness, h, and In grading slop, ߙ, is 
ܥሺ݄ሻ ൌ ߙߟͳ െ ߟ ݄ 
(3-3) 
where ߟ is the segregation rate which is defined as the percentage of In atoms 
segregated to the surface from the underneath mono-layer. The detailed deviation 
is shown in Appendix A1. Ș is basically a constant with a typical value around 0.8 
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for In segregation in InGaAs. Therefore, the amount of segregated In atoms is 
directly proportional to the grading slope and buffer thickness.  
3.3.2 Interplays between doping, grading profiles and grading slopes 
Figure 3-8 shows both surface morphology and XTEM images of the undoped, the 
Be-doped (p-type) and the Si-doped (n-type) samples with the M-LAG profile. 
Both 3D islands and a cross-hatch pattern are observed for the undoped (a) and the 
Si-doped (c) samples but only the cross-hatch pattern is found for the Be-doped 
sample (b). The sequence of the root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness value 
follows: (b)<(a)<(c). The 3D islands formed on the surface are directly related to 
the amount of segregated In atoms. Presence of 3D islands also modifies strain 
relaxation. Instead of forming 60° mixed type dislocations, 3D islands create 
strong strain inhomogeneity on the growth front leading to preferentially site 
selective bonding of impinging In and Ga atoms. The coalescence of 3D islands 
results in formation of 90° edge dislocations which are sessile and can’t be 
eliminated. From Fig. 3-8 we observe such edge type TDs in both the undoped and 
the Si-doped samples while there are no TDs found in the Be-doped one.  
It is observed that for Be-doped samples, the “dislocation-free” region is basically 
free of TDs, the boundary of the “dislocation-free” region is well defended, the 
MD segments are long and smooth and the step-like MD distribution is clear. The 
situation for the Si-doped sample is totally opposite. It is difficult to find flat MDs 
and the crystal lattice is strongly distorted in some parts of the buffer. There are 
many TDs penetrating to the surface.   
The generality of the doping effect exists in all alloy grading profiles studied in 
this thesis while the degree is found to be dependent on the grading profile as well 
as the slope. Be-doping generally reduces the TD density by reducing the pinning 
effect and enhancing the gliding of the TDs; and can suppress the In segregation 
thus smoothening the growth front and avoiding formation of the edge type TDs, 
while the Si-doping has obviously an opposite effect. The best quality buffer is 
found to be Be-doped LTG, with the lowest surface roughness and the TD density. 
The difference between the undoped, the Be-doped and the Si-doped samples is 
less exhibited when an LAG profile is used. For LAG profiles, the thickness of the 
“dislocation-free” region and the residual strain are dependent on the grading slope 
while the pinning effect on dislocations is influenced by the doping. A moderate In 
grading (around 42% In/ μm) is preferable for strain relaxation and minimizing the 
negative effects on both the surface roughness and the TD density caused by the Si 
doping. 
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Figure 3-8. Surface morphology obtained by 10×10 ȝm2 AFM scans (left) 
and XTEM images (right) of the undoped (a), the Be-doped (b) and the Si-
doped (c) M-LTG InxGa1-xAs buffers with x=0~0.42. The numbers at the 
lower-right corner of the AFM images are the RMS roughness values in 
nanometer. 
 
3.3.3 Design of alloy-graded buffers for optoelectronic devices 
When considering a real optoelectronic device like laser or solar cell, current 
injection turns out to be an issue. Taking InGaAs/GaAs edge emitting lasers for 
instance, the most common design is to grow the whole structure on an n-type 
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substrate. When it comes to metamorphic growth, the buffer layer must also be n-
type doped. Using an LAG profile with a moderate slope can mitigate the 
problems related to the Si-doping to a large extent and this scheme has been used 
by us to demonstrate the first 1.58 μm metamorphic InGaAs QW laser at 300 K 
[67]. 
The high quality Be-doped buffer could be chosen together with a p-type substrate, 
and then the current runs in the opposite direction compared with a conventional 
semiconductor laser on an n-type substrate. The resistivity of p-type substrates and 
buffers is commonly much higher than that of the n-type counterparts. The Joule 
heating can significantly affect the temperature stability and lifetime of the devices.  
Another possibility to utilize the advantage of the Be-doped buffer is to design a 
co-planar contact scheme for current injection on a semi-insulating substrate. In 
this design, the non-uniform distribution of current density could cause some 
problems such as local heating due to the current crowding effect. We used such a 
design and demonstrated 1.3 μm metamorphic InGaAs QW lasers at 300 K [66]. 
 
3.4 Threadingdislocationblocking
 
Optimizations of alloy graded buffer design and growth conditions are essential to 
achieve a smooth metamorphic template with a low TD density. In the best case, 
the TD density can be reduced to 106-107 cm-2, i.e. the average distance between 
two neighbor TDs is in the order of a few μm. This is enough for metamorphic 
electronic devices but still challenging for metamorphic optoelectronic devices. 
Further reduction of the TD density using different blocking schemes is necessary. 
There are several different ways to block TDs by, for example multiple QD layers, 
a strain compensated superlattice (SL) or using dilute nitrides as proposed in this 
work. These TD blocking methods alone may not be efficient, in particular if the 
initial TD density is low. However it is possible to combine these methods with the 
optimized metamorphic buffers to reach the optimal effect. 
3.4.1 TD blocking through interactions with strain fields 
TDs can have strong interactions with the strain field they experience [93] and 
possibly change the propagating directions [38]. Therefore, intentional 
introduction of strained structures can help reduce the TD density. There are two 
main methods based on this mechanism: strain compensated SL and multiple QD 
layers. The basic idea of both methods is utilizing the excess strain field to bend 
the TDs. In the strain compensated SL case, the alternate compressive and tensile 
strain relative to the relaxed layer below enables to push the TDs back and forth, 
thus increasing the chance of TD annihilation as schematically shown in Fig. 3-9 
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(a). This method has been proven to be effective in InGaAs on GaAs [94], GaAs 
on Si [95] and InP on Si [96].  
Z. Mi et al. used multiple layers of self-organized InAs QDs as a TD filter above a 
GaAs buffer and demonstrated QD lasers grown on Si substrates [84, 85]. The 
local strain field imposed by InAs QDs on GaAs is much larger than that produced 
by a strained SL. When a TD meets a QD, it can be bent to form a MD segment 
below the QD as shown Fig. 3-9 (b). When it glides out of the QD region, it would 
propagate in the same direction or climb up again in the cap layer. The mechanism 
is still not fully understood yet. Even if the MD segment turns to be a TD segment 
again, it can meet another QD in the next QD layer and be bent again. Therefore 
the possibility for TDs to glide to the edge of the sample or annihilate with other 
TDs increases with increasing the number of QD layers. This scheme has also 
been demonstrated in GaN on sapphire substrates [99].  
When the QD filter is intended to be combined with an InGaAs metamorphic 
buffer, some technical problems arise. The relatively rough surface of the 
metamorphic buffer and the smaller lattice mismatch between InAs and the relaxed 
InGaAs compared with that of InAs on GaAs lead to formation of large InAs QDs 
with a small density, thus reducing the filtering efficiency.  
 
3.4.2 TD blocking by dilute nitrides  
We propose a new method of TD blocking by incorporation of nitrogen in 
metamorphic InGaAs buffers. This method works effectively even for a 
metamorphic template with a small TD density. When the TD density is in 107 cm-
2 or lower, TDs are hardly observed by XTEM. However, PL intensity is very 
sensitive to TDs at this range since the carrier diffusion length is still comparable 
or larger than the average spacing between TDs. Therefore PL is used to study the 
TD blocking effect although it is an indirect method. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3-9. . Schematic of TD blocking methods. (a) TD blocking by 
a strain compensated SL. The different contrast in the SL presents 
alternation of strain types. (b) TD bending by a QD. 
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Figure 3-10. An XTEM image showing a typical sample structure 
containing a dilute nitride TD blocking region. 
An XTEM image of a typical sample structure is shown in Fig. 3-10. By inserting 
N into an In0.15Ga0.85As buffer to form an In0.15Ga0.85As/ In0.15Ga0.85N0.012As0.988 
SL in the TD blocking region above a 200 nm uniform In0.15Ga0.85As buffer, a 
more than three times enhancement of PL intensity from the QW is observed 
(shown in Fig. 3-11 (a)). 
N is also incorporated in different parts of the GaAs/In0.3Al0.7As strain 
compensated SL and resulting PL spectra are shown in Fig. 3-11 (b). The strain 
compensated SL alone without N (S1) increases the PL intensity by about 2.5 
times as compared with the Ref sample. When N is incorporated into the SL, 
further improvements are obtained. Compared with the S1 sample, the strain 
difference becomes slightly larger or smaller when N is incorporated in GaAs (S2) 
or In0.3Al0.7As (S3), respectively. The PL intensity of S3 shows an almost 50% 
increase compared with the S1. Even more, sample S4 with N incorporated in both 
GaAs and In0.3Al0.7As layers shows the highest PL intensity. These improvements 
show unambiguous evidences of the N effect. The strong nitrogen bonding reveals 
the lattice hardening effect [100]. Dislocations generated in “soft” InGaAs are 
likely to be bent when they penetrate through the “hard” GaNAs or InAlNAs layer. 
This effect is independent of and stronger than the minor strain effect induced by 
N atoms. 
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Figure 3-11. PL spectra of (a) the reference sample (Ref) and the sample 
with a dilute nitride SL (N1) and (b) samples with both N and a strain 
compensated SL in the TD blocking region. 
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4 TypeIIsuperlatticeforMIRimaging
4.1 Introduction
 
InAs and GaSb has a type-II broken band alignment, as shown in Fig. 4-1 (a). 
When thin layers of InAs and GaSb are epitaxially grown alternately to construct a 
so called type-II superlattice (T2SL) as shown in Fig. 4-1 (b), an effective direct 
band-gap is formed. The effective band-gap can be tuned from 0 (semimetallic) to 
0.5 eV just by adjusting the thickness of layers [13]. 
    
                               (a)                                                     (b) 
Figure 4-1. (a) Band alignment of InAs and GaSb (b) effective band-gap 
of an InAs/GaSb T2SL. 
 
The InAs/GaSb T2SL structure was first proposed by Sai-Halasz et. al. in 1977 
[101] and suggested to be a candidate for infrared detection by Smilth and 
Mailhiot in 1987 [26]. 
For MWIR and LWIR imaging, the most developed materials are CdxHg1-xTe 
(MCT) and Quantum Well Infrared Photodetectors (QWIPs). MCT detectors have 
high efficiency and high operating temperature but struggle with the stability 
problem at long wavelength, leading to both high production costs and low image 
quality. By contrast, QWIP can achieve very nice image quality at relatively low 
cost of production, but the quantum efficiency is too low for some applications and 
also requires a low operating temperature [25]. The InAs/GaSb T2SL has recently 
shown very promising opportunities. A quantum efficiency of the same size as the 
MCT has been achieved in this material system [102]. At the same time it has all 
the similar advantages as QWIPs: a mechanically robust III-V material system that 
provides very good stability, uniformity and operability (few dead pixels).  
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In this chapter, we present optimization of growth parameters and interface control 
of InAs/GaSb T2SLs grown by MBE aiming for fabrication of MWIR FPA 
devices. In addition to the traditional group-V soaking, several strain 
compensation schemes are proposed and evaluated both experimentally and 
theoretically, and structural as well as optical qualities are compared. These 
schemes are of practical use and important if the MBE system has a high As 
background or the As-cell is inefficient to supply As2. We have also carried out 
calculations for the band structure of T2SLs to assist understanding and design. 
Single pixel photodetectors with low dark current were demonstrated using the 
optimized growth conditions. 
4.2 OptimizationofMBEgrowthconditions
 
For MBE growth of new materials, the first step is to find proper growth 
conditions. Growth temperature (Tg) is one of the most important parameters for 
MBE growth of InAs/GaSb T2SL structures. To save cost, we use GaAs substrates 
to find the growth window. Fig. 4-2 (a) compares XRD rocking curves of the two 
samples grown at 340 and 470 °C, respectively. It can be found that the one grown 
at a low temperature shows better structural quality with narrow diffraction peaks 
and clear high-order peaks, while the one grown at a high Tg has inferior quality 
judged by broadening of the diffraction peaks. It is essential to employ low growth 
temperatures to obtain sharp interfaces. Due to different heater designs and 
temperature measurement techniques employed in different MBE systems, the 
nominal Tg-values reported in literatures are unreliable. We use the temperature 
and Sb flux dependent (1×3) to (2×5) surface reconstruction transition on GaSb, 
described by Bracker et al [103] to calibrate growth temperature. Figure 4-3 shows 
the (1×3) and (2×5) RHEED patterns and the surface phase diagram.  
The proper Tg-value reported in literatures is commonly lower than the transition 
temperature at a certain Sb flux [104], i.e. under the (1×3) surface reconstruction 
We optimize the growth temperature in the range of 320-380 °C using XRD and 
Hall measurement and results are summarized in Fig. 4-2 (b) and (c), respectively.  
The sample grown at 340 °C has the best interface quality as indicated by the 
narrowest -1st order diffraction peak, while the electron mobility shown in Fig. 4-2 
(c) reaches a maximum at 360 °C. We choose 340 °C for the later samples. This 
temperature is much lower than the optimal growth temperature for GaSb.  
InAs bulk is normally n-type, while GaSb is p-type, presumably due to the Fermi 
level pinning. The residual carrier density in an InAs/GaSb T2SL is determined by 
compensation of unintentionally doped carriers in GaSb and InAs layers [105]. 
The optimal Tg (340-360 °C) for InAs/GaSb T2SL is far below the optimal Tg-
values for both GaSb and InAs bulk materials, leading to possibly an even higher 
density of residual carriers in both layers than the values grown at the optimal Tg. 
The measured net n-type carriers indicate that there are more electrons contributed 
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by InAs than the holes by GaSb. It’s still unclear why the carrier density increases 
with growth temperature while the mobility has a maximum at 360 °C. 
 
Figure 4-2. Effects of growth temperature on interface and transport quality of 
T2SL structures on GaAs comprising of 100 periods (10 ML InAs/10 ML GaSb). 
(a) shows XRD (004) rocking curves grown at 340 °C and 470 °C, respectively. 
(b) is the FWHM of the -1st  order diffraction peaks vs. Tg. (c) shows the carrier 
density and mobility vs. Tg. All measurements are carried out at room 
temperature. 
 
 
(1×3)                                                    (2×5) 
(a) 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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Figure 4-3. (a) RHEED patterns of the (1×3) and (2×5) surface 
reconstruction. (b) Surface phase diagram of GaSb. 
Due to the fact that dual group-V elements are involved in growth of T2SL 
materials, soaking of one element at the interface is commonly used and necessary 
to control interface quality and tune the overall strain. Arsenic soaking after 
growth of GaSb will strengthen GaAs-like interface leading to extra tensile strain 
in the structure. However, it has been reported that proper As soaking can help in 
obtaining high crystalline and optical quality [106]. We have tested four different 
As soaking times with otherwise the same growth conditions. The XRD (004) 
rocking curves shown in Fig. 4-4 reveal clear differences between samples with 
and without As soaking. For the sample grown without As soaking, the interfaces 
have very low quality with almost no clear diffraction peaks. However, as short as 
0.5 second As soaking makes a significant difference. This sample has well shaped 
high order diffraction peaks. Further increasing the As soaking time to 2 seconds 
and 3 seconds leads to peak splitting, indicating strain relaxation possibly caused 
by As-soaking induced excess tensile strain. This underlines the importance of 
strain compensation, which will be discussed in detail in the next section. For most 
of the following samples, 0.5 second As soaking time is employed after growth of 
GaSb. It should be noted that the proper As soaking time is related to the As flux 
used as well as the background As during the growth of GaSb. It also depends on 
whether the T2SL structure is grown on a GaSb substrate or GaSb template on a 
GaAs substrate since in the latter case, the GaSb template is not fully relaxed. For 
the optimization shown in Fig. 4-4, an Addon As-cracker is used and the sample is 
grown on GaAs. This cracker has an inefficient cracking efficiency and a severe 
leakage when the needle valve is closed leading to a high As background. When a 
Riber As-cracker is used later, the background As is reduced significantly and the 
optimal As-soaking may shift away from 0.5 second.  
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Figure 4-4. XRD (004) rocking curves of 100 periods (10 ML InAs/10 ML 
GaSb) T2SLs grown at 340 °C on GaAs with different As soaking time labeled 
above each curve. The order of the diffraction peaks for the sample with 0.5 s As 
soaking is marked above the curve. 
 
Antimony soaking after growth of the InAs layer up to 14 seconds has been tested. 
No obvious difference is observed. This is probably due to the large amount of 
accumulated As on the InAs surface caused by the problem related to the Addon 
As-cracker discussed above, such that the Sb soaking becomes ineffective. 12 
second Sb soaking time is employed for most of the later samples. 
4.3 Straincompensation
 
Although InAs and GaSb are commonly regarded as a “lattice matched” material 
system, the 0.6% lattice mismatch still leads to tensile strain in the structure when 
grown on GaSb substrates and strain relaxation may occur for micrometer thick 
devices. Threading dislocations will then strongly degrade the device performance. 
Therefore, a strain compensation scheme to avoid formation of TDs is essential for 
high performance of T2SL photodetectors.  
Besides the intrinsic lattice mismatch between InAs and GaSb, different types of 
interfaces can also bring in excess strain, which, however, can be engineered. 
There are basically two types of interfaces in InAs/GaSb T2SL structures: GaAs-
like and InSb-like. Due to the different bonding lengths, GaAs-like interfaces will 
add tensile strain, while InSb-like interfaces bring in compressive strain. 
Apparently, an InSb-like interface is preferable to compensate the accumulated 
tensile strain of the InAs layers. Group-V-rich condition is common for MBE 
growth of III-V compounds, i.e. each layer of InAs and GaSb is group-V 
terminated. When growth of an InAs layer is finished, the top atomic layer is As. 
The next incorporated atomic layer will be the group-III element, Ga, when 
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continuing growing a GaSb layer. Consequently, the interface is connected by As-
Ga bonds, forming a GaAs-like interface as shown in Fig. 4-5 (a). One would 
expect an InSb-like interface to form in a similar way when an InAs layer is grown 
on a GaSb layer, as shown in Fig. 4-5 (b). However, since the substitution of Sb 
atoms by As atoms is thermodynamically favored due to the higher bonding 
strength of As-Ga than Sb-Ga, the result can be a partial or complete GaAs-like 
interface also in this case; see Fig. 4-5 (c). Therefore, the chance to form GaAs-
like interfaces is usually higher than that for InSb-like interfaces, leading to 
increased overall tensile strain, i.e. the 0th peak of an XRD rocking curve appears 
at a larger angle than that of the GaSb peak. Fig. 4-6 shows an XRD rocking curve 
of a T2SL sample without strain compensation. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5. Schematic illustrations of different types of interfaces. (b) 
InSb-like interface, (a) and (c) GaAs-like interface. 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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Figure 4-6. An XRD (004) rocking curve of a T2SL sample without strain 
compensation but with group-V soaking at interfaces. 
4.3.1 Strain compensation methods 
Strengthening the InSb-like interfaces by extensive Sb soaking is a common 
strategy for strain compensation in T2SL structures. By using long time Sb 
soaking after growth of InAs layers, part of the top As atoms would be replaced by 
Sb atoms, forming partially InSb-like interfaces. Figure 4-7 (a) shows the shutter 
sequence of this method with Sb soaking after InAs layer and short As soaking 
after GaSb layer. However, this method was found insufficient to compensate the 
strain to an acceptable extent due to the As-problem mentioned above [106], [107]. 
We propose new strain compensation methods based on shutter sequences as 
schematically shown in Fig. 4-7 (b)-(d). An additional In layer is introduced to 
reinforce the InSb-like interfaces. In method (b), 1 ML In is deposited right after 
GaSb, and then soaked with Sb to form 1ML InSb. The short As soak before 
switching to InAs may lead to formation of a monolayer of InAsSb due to As-Sb 
intermixing. In method (c), a short Sb soaking is employed after the growth of 
InAs layer to remove residual As and establish an Sb environment on the growth 
front. Then 1 ML In is deposited and followed by Sb soaking again. Thus, a full 
monolayer of InSb is formed. In both cases, formation of GaAs-like interfaces can 
be avoided. In method (d), 1 ML InSb is directly inserted in the middle of the 
GaSb layer, as far away as possible from the As-containing interfaces. 
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Figure 4-7. Shutter sequences of different strain compensation methods.  
(a) Common strategy with As and Sb soakings only. (b) Strengthened 
In(As)Sb-type interface after GaSb layer. (c) Strengthened In(As)Sb-type 
interface after InAs layer. (d) One additional InSb monolayer inserted in 
the middle of a GaSb layer. 
 
The strain compensation methods shown in Fig. 4-7 are tested individually on the 
first batch of samples with 100 periods of 10 ML InAs/10 ML GaSb layers grown 
on GaSb substrates. When one method is applied at one interface, the other 
interface is treated with normal soaking. The FWHM of the -1st order diffraction 
peak for the sample with method (a) is 165 arcs, and the residual lattice mismatch 
is -0.51%. It turns out that the strain compensation method (b), (c) and (d) indeed 
reduces the overall strain compared with (a) by 49%, 78% and 41%, respectively. 
Method (c) shows the largest strain compensation effect, but the FWHM of the -1st 
order diffraction peak is 2.3 times compared with that of method (a). Method (b) 
and (d) show narrower -1st diffraction peaks than that of method (a) by 34% and 
76%, respectively, despite being less effective in strain compensation. The sample 
grown with method (d) has better interface quality and smaller lattice mismatch, 
and shows a much higher PL intensity compared with the sample using method (a), 
see Fig. 4-4. Since the sample grown with method (d) has one ML of InSb 
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embedded in the GaSb layer, the PL peak wavelength is red-shifted with respect to 
the sample grown with method (a). 
 
Figure 4-8. PL results at 77K of samples with the strain compensation 
method (a) and (d).  
 
In order to further compensate the overall strain in T2SL materials, strain 
compensation schemes with combinations of the above methods are investigated. 
The results on structural properties of this group of samples are summarized in 
Table 4-1. It should be noted that the thickness of InAs layers in this group of 
samples is 7 ML in order to adjust PL wavelength to be shorter than 5 ȝm.  The 
interface quality is surprisingly very much improved, compared to when only one 
strain compensation method (b) or (c) is employed. Both the combinations of 
(b)+(d) and (c)+(d) show very small residual lattice mismatch and narrow -1st 
order diffraction peak indicating high interface quality. Combination of (b)+(c) 
leads to slightly larger residual lattice mismatch and worse interface quality. By 
combining all methods (b)+(c)+(d), the strain is tuned from tensile type to 
compressive type with relatively good interface quality. 
Table 4-1 Comparison of different strain compensation strategies. Positive 
lattice mismatch values are for compressive strain while negative ones for 
tensile strain. All samples are grown on GaSb substrates with 100 periods 
of 7 ML InAs and 10 ML GaSb. 
Methods FWHM of -1st 
peak [arcsec ] 
Lattice
mismatch [%] 
b+c 63 -0.18 
c+d 37 -0.09 
b+d 38 -0.06 
b+c+d 53 0.09 
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PL measurements are carried out and show peak wavelengths around 4.5 ȝm for 
samples grown with a combination of two methods, and higher intensity than that 
of the samples which are grown with only one method. Strain compensation 
strategies presented here are effective for both strain compensation and 
improvement of interface quality. In this way, the residual strain can be controlled 
between tensile and compressive type. 
4.3.2 Theoretical modeling of strain compensation in T2SL 
At low growth temperatures used in this work, it is reasonable to assume that there 
is little intermixing between group-III atoms through diffusion or segregation. For 
an ordinary InAs/GaSb T2SL structure as shown in Fig. 4-9 (a), the number of In 
and Ga atomic layers in each period is denoted by M and N, respectively. We 
assume that As and Sb intermixing only occurs at the interface to form one atomic 
layer of AsSb, and denote x and y as the As composition at the GaSb/InAs and the 
InAs/GaSb interfaces, respectively. Subsequently, for the last layer of Ga atoms at 
the GaSb/ InAs interface, the bottom (left in the figure) bonds are Ga-Sb, while the 
upper (right) bonds become mixture of Ga-As and Ga-Sb with proportion of x and 
1-x, respectively. Same for the first layer of the In atoms that, the bottom bonds are 
mixture of x In-As and 1-x In-Sb while the upper bonds are still In-As. It is in a 
similar situation for the other interface. The In-As, Ga-As and In-Sb bonds 
contribute to lattice mismatch with respect to the GaSb substrate. Therefore, the 
overall lattice mismatch can be expressed as 
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where InAsf , GaAsf and InSbf  are the lattice mismatch of InAs, GaAs and InSb with 
respect to GaSb, respectively. (M+N) is the total number of atomic monolayers of 
one period of the T2SL structure. In the above derivation, we neglect the small 
difference in lattice constants of InAs and GaSb in the denominator. Detailed 
derivation is given in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4-9 Schematics of (a) an InAs/GaSb T2SL structure, and (b) 
incorporation of background As into the following GaSb layer.  
 
For an MBE chamber used to grow arsenides, a small amount of background As is 
expected to be incorporated during growth of the GaSb layer, forming GaSb1-zAsz, 
where z is the composition of As. Use of an inefficient and leaky As-cracker 
discussed above will significantly enhance the As background. Moreover, at such 
low growth temperatures which are comparable to the As source temperature, the 
adsorbed As atoms may not be capable of re-evaporating from the sample surface 
if not incorporated, leading to a certain amount of residual adsorbed As atoms on 
the growth front of the InAs layer. Part of these adsorbed As atoms will be 
incorporated into the following GaSb layer as schematically shown in Fig. 4-9 (b). 
A similar process could occur at the other interface for Sb atoms, but the effect 
will be much weaker due to the weak bonding of Ga-Sb compared with Ga-As and 
is negligible here. In addition, the background Sb in InAs is much lower than the 
background As in GaSb, judged by at least one order of magnitude difference in 
background pressure when growing GaSb and InAs. As a result, additional tensile 
strain will be introduced by the adsorbed and background As atoms. Then, Eq.(4-1) 
becomes   
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(4-2) 
where, zN/z D c  is the average background As composition in GaSb and Į is 
the total amount of incorporated As in GaSb layer due to the excess As atoms 
adsorbed during InAs growth.  
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By inserting the values of InAsf , GaAsf and InSbf with -0.0062, -0.0726 and 0.0629, 
respectively, we get 
  )NM/(zN.y.x.M..f c 0726007090070900062006910      
                                                                                                                             (4-3) 
Therefore, the key idea for strain compensation is to reduce the values of x and y, 
as well as using small As flux to minimize D. 
The overall lattice mismatch of the strain compensation methods shown in Fig. 4-7 
(a) can be modeled in the same way. It is easily seen that the strain can never be 
fully compensated if the InAs thickness is more than 11 ML by only soaking even 
with both x- and y-values equal to zero. Sb-As exchange during Sb soaking has 
been found to be much less effective than the As-Sb exchange during As soaking 
[106], [107]. Therefore, we expect that the value of y is high in our case, or even 
close to 1. If we assume that y=1, (4-3) reduces to 
  )NM/(zN.x.M..f c 07260070900062000180                    (4-4) 
                         
This indicates that f can never reach zero for any thickness of InAs using only 
soaking.  
The overall lattice mismatch of other methods shown in Fig. 4-7 is summarized in 
Table A-1, Appendix A2. 
It should be noted that, for methods (b), (c) and (d), one additional monolayer of In 
is inserted, so the total thickness is changed to (M+N+1). If we compare the first 
equation of each method in Table A-1, the first term with InAsf does not differ very 
much among case (a) - (d). The second term with GaAsf  is reduced to roughly half 
in (b) and (c). This gives direct evidence that insertion of 1 ML InSb at one 
interface avoids direct contact of As and Ga atoms forming GaAs-like interface. 
The last term with InSbf reflects the effect of the one monolayer InSb.  
f , M and N are variables which can be controlled or measured by XRD, so they 
can be considered to be known values.  By changing the GaSb thickness, i. e. N, 
but keeping all other growth conditions the same, the average residual As 
composition in the GaSb layer, zc , can be obtained with any methods discussed 
above. If we assume that the overall lattice mismatch of an original T2SL structure 
is 1f , and that of another structure with the GaSb layer thickness changed by ǻN, is
2f , we can calculate the zc  by 
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It is understood from Fig. 4-7 that, under the same growth conditions, the x-value 
should be the same for methods (a), (c) and (d), while the y-value should be the 
same for (a), (b) and (d). zc -value should be the same for all the cases as long as 
the same As flux is used. Upon knowing the z’-value, both x- and y-values can be 
readily obtained by solving the equations. By applying these equations to our 
experimental results for the samples with one strain compensation method used, 
we find y = 95% in method (a) and x +1.025 zN c=26% in method (c). This implies 
that at almost 26% Sb was replaced by As during only 0.5s As soaking and only 5% 
As is replaced by Sb when InAs surface is soaked by Sb for 12 second.  
Strain compensation schemes with combinations of the methods are also studied 
and summarized in Table A-2, Appendix A2.  
The above modeling of strain compensation methods provides quantitative 
information of chemical compositions at the two interfaces and indicates the 
effectiveness for the particular strain compensation technique used. The strain 
compensation can therefore be implemented in a controlled manner, making it 
easy to balance strain compensation with other requirements for a detector, such as 
bandgap, optical and structural qualities. 
 
4.4 BandstructurecalculationsofproposedT2SLs
 
The insertion of 1 ML InSb in the GaSb layer of a T2SL structure has been found 
to be beneficial for strain compensation, improving interface and optical properties. 
The band structure of such T2SL structures have been calculated with the k•p 
model. Figure 4-10 (a) and (b) show the band alignments as well as the envelope 
wavefunctions of a T2SL structure composed of 10 ML InAs/5 ML GaSb/1 ML 
InSb/5 ML GaSb. It is found that the lowest lying conduction band state in the 
superlattice, namely C1, is a mixture of mainly bulk conduction band (C) and light 
hole (LH) states (78% and 19%, respectively), and very little of spin-orbit (SO) 
states. The lowest valence band state, HH1, on the other hand, is pure 100% 
heavy-hole (HH) states in character. The electron wavefunction extends into the 
GaSb layer, while that of holes in the valence band is confined mostly in the GaSb 
layer. The corresponding band dispersion in the in-plane and along the growth 
direction is shown in Fig. 4-10 (c). The HH1 band is found to have very little 
dispersion in the growth direction, which means that the effective mass is very 
large and that it is difficult for the holes to tunnel through the layers. InAs and 
GaSb thicknesses are varied individually in our calculations. Fig. 4-10 (d) shows 
the effective cutoff wavelength of the material as a function of layer thickness. 
Like T2SL structures without an InSb layer in the middle of GaSb layer, the 
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effective band-gap is found to be sensitive only to changes in the InAs thickness. 
The reason is that, due to the large heavy-hole effective mass of the GaSb valence 
band, an increased GaSb thickness leads only to a small upward movement of the 
HH1 energy.  
The optical matrix element ||<C1|P(k)|HH1>|| is an indication of optical transition 
strength. It can be found in Fig. 4-10 (e) that the matrix element at the zone centre 
is indeed larger with thinner GaSb or InAs layers. The band-gap and optical 
transition can thus be optimized by individually varying GaSb and InAs layer 
thicknesses.  
    
Figure 4-10. Band structure calculations based on the k•p model. (a) and (b) 
show band alignments of a T2SL structure with 10ML InAs/5ML GaSb/1ML 
InSb/5ML GaSb and the calculated energy levels and zone center envelope 
wavefunctions for the lowest confined levels in the conduction and the valence 
band, respectively. (c) shows the band dispersion of the same T2SL structure 
along, and perpendicular to, the growth direction. (d) and (e) show the cutoff 
wavelength and zone center optical matrix element ||<C1|P(k=0)|HH1>||, 
respectively, as a function of InAs and GaSb thicknesses.   
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4.5 Singlepixelphotodetector
 
Single pixel p-i-n photodetectors are demonstrated. The structure consists of 560 
periods of 4 ML InAs/8 ML GaSb T2SLs with strain compensation strategy of 
(b)+(c)+(d). The process uses a combination of dry and wet etching to create 
pixels. The mesa sidewalls are then passivated with polymer-based passivation and 
the contacts are deposited. The optical response is measured with a 100 % cutoff at 
3.8 μm. Fig. 4-11 shows the dark current density for different pixel sizes at 80 K. 
The dark current density at small reverse biases is in the 10-9 A/cm2 range at 80 K 
and increases to the 10-4 A/cm2 range at 160 K, and is almost independent of pixel 
size as a result of effective device passivation. 
 
Figure 4-11. Measured dark current density for different pixel sizes at 80K. 
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5 Dilutebismides
5.1 Introduction
 
Bismuth is the heaviest and the least studied group-V element.  When a small 
amount of Bi atoms are incorporated in common III-V compounds, for example 
arsenides and antimonides, Bi defect states will be formed close to the valence 
band edge of the host semiconductor. The quantum interaction between the 
valence band states and the Bi states is expected to lead to a large band gap 
reduction [18], [19] and strong spin-orbit splitting [16] which is schematically 
shown in Fig. 5-1. Contrary to the case of dilute nitride, which is well-known for 
its large bandgap bowing effect by lowering of the conduction band edge, the 
influence of Bi on band structure occurs only in the valence band. This provides a 
new degree of freedom to engineer band structure of semiconductors for potential 
electronic and optoelectronic applications. Furthermore, electron transport in dilute 
bismide materials are much less influenced than those in dilute nitride materials 
since little perturbation happens in the conduction band [20]. Figure 5-2 shows 
how the bandgap changes with Bi composition in some dilute bismide materials 
based on theoretical calculations or experiment results. The bandgap reduction of 
InxGa1-xAs, InxGa1-xSb, GaAsxSb1-x and InAs1-xSbx for x=1% is 15, 10, 19 and 9 
meV, respectively [108] for comparison. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1. Schematic showing the anticrossing of the valence band of 
III-V host material with the Bi defect state. 
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Intensive research has been implemented on GaAs1-xBix and related materials after 
its first realization of epitaxial growth by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy 
(MOVPE) in 1998 [109] and by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in 2003 [110]. 
The bandgap bowing effect [19] and the spin-orbit splitting effect [21] were 
experimentally observed afterwards. The valence band edge reduction can lead to 
a reduced temperature dependence of the band gap, which is attractive for 
fabricating temperature insensitive lasers, optical amplifiers, and modulators for 
telecommunication. The large spin-orbit splitting is also proposed to suppress 
inter-valence band Auger recombination processes and thus increasing the 
characteristic temperature of 1.55 μm telecom lasers on GaAs [22]. Antimonide 
based dilute bismides are much less studied. By utilizing the bandgap bowing 
effect, several attempts to reach the narrowest possible band gap of III-V materials 
for long wavelength infrared detectors were carried out since the late 1970s by 
synthesizing InSb1-x Bix [111], [112], [113] and InAs1-x Bix bulk materials [114]. 
While, GaSb1-x Bix is almost unexplored. 
GaSb based III-V semiconductor compounds are very attractive for optoelectronic 
devices working at near- and mid-infrared range, such as lasers, detectors and 
modulators; as well as high speed electronic devices, for example, bipolar 
transistors [125]. Incorporation of Bi in III-Sb will have several potential benefits. 
First, Bi incorporation in GaSb can reduce the band gap and thus extend the 
emission wavelength more effectively than utilizing InGaSb. Second, one major 
problem for >3 μm GaSb based type-I quantum well (QW) lasers is insufficient 
valence band offset [23] due to the use of heavily compressively strained 
Figure 5-2.  Bandgap energy and the corresponding wavelength vs. Bi 
percentage in GaAs1-xBix (300K) [19], GaSb1-xBix(77K) [128], InAs1-
xBix(77K) [18] and InSb1-xBix(77K) [18], respectively. The slope labeled 
above each curve may be valid only for small x-values. 
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InGaAsSb QWs, resulting in significant hole leakage. By employing Bi, the large 
valence band offset can suppress the hole leakage. Third, the spin-orbit splitting 
energy of GaSb at 300 K is about 0.735 eV, very close to the direct band gap of 
0.75 eV. Only a small amount of Bi in GaSb1-xBix is required to reverse the two 
energy values, suppressing Auger recombination processes in optoelectronic 
devices. So far, little work has been done on synthesis of GaSb1-xBix. To the best 
of our knowledge, only two publications attempting to incorporate Bi in bulk GaSb 
ingots using liquid phase growth methods were found [116], [117]. Both work 
were intended to use Bi as a dopant to reduce background p-doping in GaSb ingots. 
In this chapter, we first present the physical challenges of growing dilute bismide 
materials by MBE and our strategies to enhance Bi incorporation while avoiding 
surface defects. Then we report growth and characterizations of GaSb1-xBix and 
InSb1-xBix thin films. 
5.2 StrategiesforenhancingBiincorporation
 
There are several physical challenges for the growth of dilute bismide materials. 
Firstly, there is a solubility limit of Bi concentration in III-V-Bi alloys. Non-
thermal equilibrium methods, such as MBE, are necessary to incorporate Bi atoms 
beyond this limit. Secondly, the large atomic size and heavy weight of Bi atoms 
makes Bi alloys thermally unstable. A low growth temperature must be employed 
to synthesize dilute bismide materials without decomposition. For example, less 
than a doping level of Bi atoms can be incorporated into GaAs if the growth 
temperature is higher than 450 °C [118]. Thirdly,  the bonding energy of III-Bi 
(GaBi 1.47 eV, InBi 1.16 eV) is smaller compared with that of common III-V 
compounds such as GaAs (2.12 eV), GaSb (1.83 eV) and InSb (1.39 eV) [119], 
[120]. This makes Bi atoms difficult to compete with As or Sb to form crystal 
lattice. Therefore, a high Bi/V flux ratio and a low V/III flux ratio are critical to 
enhance Bi incorporation. The latter enhances the risk for formation of group-III 
droplets, e.g. Ga and In droplets, in particular at high growth temperatures. Figure 
5-3 shows the surface morphology of  GaSbBi grown on GaSb with excess Bi. 
Fourthly, Bi is metallic that is different from other group-V elements. Excess Bi 
atoms on the growth surface will form Bi droplets if they are neither incorporated 
nor evaporated. This risk increases at low growth temperatures. Finally, Bi is 
known as surfactant on InGaAs to lower surface energy. This property together 
with the large atomic size of Bi atoms facilitates Bi accumulation on growth 
surface via segregation.  
Based on previous experiences on growth of GaAsBi and above identified 
challenges, our strategies for enhancing Bi incorporation in III-SbBi and 
simultaneously suppressing metallic droplets at the same time are summarized as 
below: 
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¾ Low growth temperatures ranging between 330 and 395°C are employed. 
¾ Low growth rates (0.1 and 0.2 μm/h for GaSb and InSb, respectively) are 
used. 
¾ Low V/III ratios are utilized. The BEP of Sb is set to be 10% higher than 
the critical Sb BEP for the growth of GaSb or InSb with the criterion of the 
surface degradation judged by RHEED. 
¾ The Bi BEP is selected close to the Bi vapor pressure corresponding to the 
growth temperature. Thus, the excess Bi will be evaporated. The relation 
between Bi vapor pressure and temperature was calculated and plotted in 
Fig. 5-4.  
 
 
 
Figure 5-4. Bi vapor pressure vs. temperature 
Figure 5-3. 10×10 ȝm2 AFM amplitude images of GaSb1-xBix samples 
grown with a 0.5 ȝm/h growth rate on GaSb substrate. The samples are 
grown at (a) 380°C, (b) 360°C and (c) 340°C, respectively. The inset in 
(b) is a zoom-in image with a 1×1 ȝm2 area. 
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5.3 MBEgrowthandcharacterizationofGaSb1ǦxBix
5.3.1 GaSbBi on GaSb substrates 
Based on the strategies discussed in the previous section and some optimizations 
of growth conditions, a group of 200 nm thick GaSb1-xBix samples are grown on 
undoped (100) GaSb substrates by MBE. All these samples are grown at 0.1 μm/h 
with a Ga BEP of 2.0e-8 Torr and an Sb BEP of 8.8e-8 Torr. The growth 
temperature is varied from 330 °C to 390 °C and the Bi BEP is set to be close to 
the vapor pressure at particular growth temperatures, i. e.1e-8, 4e-8, 7e-8, 1e-7 and 
2e-7 Torr at 330, 360, 370, 380 and 390 ºC, respectively. 
5.3.2 Surface morphology 
The Ref sample without Bi shows smooth and uniform surface with atomic steps. 
The GaSbBi samples grown at 360 °C or lower show similar high quality surface 
with atomic steps forming triangle shaped features as shown in Fig. 5-5 (a) and 
have slightly larger RMS roughness than that of the Ref sample. For the samples 
gown at high temperatures, the surface becomes rough with elongated dots as 
shown in Fig. 5-5 (b). The shape of elongated dots indicates anisotropy of surface 
diffusion of adatoms along the two orthogonal crystal directions. 
 
 
5.3.3 Confirmation of Bi incorporation 
RBS measurements are carried out to examine Bi incorporation in these samples 
and the results of four samples are presented in Fig. 5-6 (a). Compared with the 
Figure 5-5. 1×1 ȝm2 AFM height images showing the typical surface 
morphologies of smooth surface with triangle shaped features (a) and rough 
surface (b).  
(a)  (b)  
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Ref sample, a peak/step-like signal is observed at the channel value of around 480 
and its intensity increases with Tg. This signal is a strong evidence of Bi 
incorporation. From the simulations, the Bi concentration of 0.2%, 0.7% and 0.7% 
is deduced for the GaSb1-xBix samples grown at 360 ºC, 370 ºC and 390 ºC, 
respectively, indicating a trend of Bi saturation at high temperatures. RBS 
channeling measurement is performed for the sample grown at 390 ºC. The 
channeled spectrum is compared with two random spectra as shown in Fig. 5-6 (b). 
By evaluating the yield difference, about 65% of the incorporated Bi atoms are 
estimated to be at substitutional sites. The rest Bi atoms are either interstitials or 
accumulated on surface. 
SIMS measurements are carried out in parallel with the RBS to show the relative 
counts of elements along the depth in a sample. Figure 5-6 (c) shows depth profiles 
of the three key elements Ga (69), Sb (121) and Bi (209) as well as In (115) and 
As (75) which may remain in the MBE growth chamber as background species. 
The initial intensity changes within 20-25 nm are artifacts. A clear step of Bi 
intensity at the interface between the epitaxial GaSb1-xBix layer and the GaSb 
substrate, corroborated by the background As and In steps at the same depth 
ensures that the Bi signal is reliable although its intensity is relatively low. It is 
possible for the Bi signal to be interfered by Ga isotopes due to atomic mass 
superimposition (Ga 69 +Ga 70 +Ga 70 =209). However, no correlation can be 
found between the Ga isotopes and Bi curves, proving again the reliability of the 
Bi results. Background As is detected from the growth chamber. It is about one 
order of magnitude higher than the value found in GaSb substrates and is similar 
for both the Ref sample and the GaSbBi samples grown in the range of 330-390 ºC. 
Figure 5-6 (d) summarizes the Bi distribution profile in four samples showing a 
step for Bi intensity at the same position. Strong Bi surface accumulation is clearly 
observed for the samples grown at 370 and 390 ºC. The Bi level increases 
following Tg (also Bi BEP) up to the maximum growth temperature of 390 ºC. 
However, the difference between 370 ºC and 390 ºC is rather small, indicating 
saturation of Bi incorporation. This saturation results from the balance between the 
increased Bi BEP, the weak Ga-Bi bonding and the enhanced Bi segregation at 
high growth temperatures. Due to the lack of pure GaBi for calibration, it is very 
difficult to obtain the exact Bi concentration in these samples. Comparisons are 
made relatively. For example, the average incorporated Bi level in the GaSb1-xBix 
layer grown at 370 ºC is 1.45 times compared with that grown at 360 ºC. This 
difference is smaller than that deduced from the RBS measurement confirming the 
relatively high percentage of Bi surface accumulation in the sample grown at 370 
ºC. We can thus conclude that, by combining the results of RBS and SIMS 
measurements, Bi incorporation is unambiguously demonstrated, Bi concentration 
in the GaSb1-xBix layer increases with Bi BEP and tends to saturate at the growth 
temperature above 370 ºC.  
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5.3.4 Lattice contraction 
As GaBi is predicted to have a larger lattice constant (6.324 Å [121]) than that of 
GaAs (5.653 Å) and GaSb (6.096 Å), the lattice constant of GaAs1-xBix and GaSb1-
xBix is expected to be between the values of the constituent binaries. Fitting of 
GaAs1-xBix layer peak in an XRD rocking curve has been utilized as a convenient 
and accurate tool to measure the Bi composition in GaAs1-xBix materials [122], 
[110]. However, the GaSb1-xBix signals in XRD (004) rocking curves are found at 
the right side of the GaSb substrate peak as shown in Fig. 5-7 (a), indicating 
smaller lattice constants of  GaSb1-xBix thin films than that of GaSb. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 5-6. (a) RBS spectra of the Ref sample and the samples grown at 
360 ºC, 370 ºC and 390 ºC. (b) RBS channeling result (focusing on the Bi 
signal) for the sample grown at 390 ºC. The green circled and red squared 
curves are from two random measurements and the blue solid curve is 
from the channeled measurement. (c) SIMS profiles of different elements 
in the sample grown at 390 ºC. (d) Bi profiles from SIMS in the GaSb1-
xBix samples. Dots are measurement data and the solid curves are obtained 
from five-point-smoothening of the measurement data. 
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When the Tg increases from 330 ºC to 380 ºC (correspondingly the Bi BEP from 
1e-8 Torr to 1e-7 Torr), the separation between the GaSb1-xBix and the GaSb 
substrate peak increases as well. Clear interference fringes between the GaSb1-xBix 
layer and the GaSb substrate can be found for samples with Tg lower than 380 ºC, 
indicating high interface quality. In order to rule out the possibility that this GaSb1-
xBix peak is an illusion caused by crystal plane tilting, XRD (004) scans with 
sample rotation angles of 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° are implemented. All the curves 
have exactly the same shape. XRD (115) and (11-5) scans with sample rotation 
angles of 0° and 180° are also carried out. Free standing lattice constants of the 
GaSb1-xBix layer are estimated. Compared with the lattice constant of GaSb: 
6.096Å, lattice contraction of 0.034%, 0.061%, 0.079%, 0.084% and 0.041% are 
found for the sample grown at 330 ºC, 360 ºC, 370 ºC, 380 ºC and 390 ºC, 
respectively. Except for the sample grown at 390 ºC, the trend of lattice 
contraction well follows the Bi concentration deduced from RBS and SIMS 
measurements as shown in Fig. 5-7 (b). The lattice constant of GaSb1-xBix layer 
reduces with increasing Tg/Bi BEP and increases when Tg is above 380 ºC.  
As discussed in Paper  [E], possible reasons for similar lattice contraction found in 
InSb1-x Bix, InTlxAs1-x and InTlxSb1-x, such as Lanthanoid contraction [123] and  
lattice transformation from zincblende to tetragonal structure [24], can be ruled out. 
We propose that the lattice contraction is due to vacancies at group-V sites caused 
by Bi segregation, as illustrated in Fig. 5-8. Surface segregation is a well known 
phenomenon for group-III elements in ternary III-III-V compounds like In in 
InGaAs [92] as well as group-V elements in III-V-V system like Sb in GaAsxSb1-x 
[124]. Compared with Sb, Bi is metallic and has a larger atomic radius, larger 
atomic mass and weaker bonding energy with group-III elements. Bismuth is also 
a well known surfactant for growth of InGaAs with a complete layer of Bi atoms 
floating on the growing surface to minimize the system energy [128]. Therefore, 
Bi atoms should be very easy to segregate to the surface during the growth if the 
Bi surface coverage is less than a monolayer. As a result, there is significant 
surface accumulation of Bi atoms and the SIMS results from the GaSbBi samples 
grown at 370 °C or above shown in Fig. 5-6 (d) support this assumption. As 
mentioned above, in order to realize efficient Bi incorporation, a very low Sb flux 
must be used, leading to a quasi-Ga-rich growth condition for GaSb1-xBix. When a 
certain amount of the incorporated Bi atoms are segregated to the surface, there are 
no enough excess Sb atoms available to fill in the vacant sites left by the 
segregated Bi atoms. Then, there are three possibilities as sketched in Fig. 5-8, Ga 
and background As atoms will take the sites forming Gav anti-site defects or 
GaAsSbBi, respectively, or the vacancies will be buried in the GaSb1-xBix layer. 
All the cases will lead to a smaller lattice constant as it would be for GaSb1-xBix. 
Vacancies are the most effective in reducing the lattice constant than the other two 
possibilities. If the amount of vacancies is high, they can eventually compensate 
the incorporated Bi causing lattice contraction. Background As atoms are also 
possible to fill in the vacancies and results in lattice contraction. However, this 
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shouldn’t be the major factor, because the measured As level by SIMS in all these 
samples are similar and very low.  
 
 
Surface segregation effect is usually enhanced at high growth temperatures. Fig. 5-
7 (b) compares the trend of Bi concentration obtained from SIMS measurements 
and the deduced lattice constant of the GaSb1-xBix samples from XRD. When Tg 
increases from 330 ºC up to 380 ºC, we expect that Bi segregation increases as 
well, leading to more vacancies and stronger lattice contraction. Bi segregation 
also depends on surface coverage of Bi atoms. From SIMS results in Fig. 5-6 (d), 
Bi surface accumulation increases with growth temperature and is the highest for 
Figure 5-7. (a) XRD (004) rocking curves of the samples (logarithmic 
scale). Labels to the low-right of each curve indicate the growth 
temperature and the Bi BEP. (b) Trends of the relative Bi concentration 
obtained from SIMS measurements and the lattice constant of the GaSb1-
xBix samples deduced from XRD. (c) XRD (004) rocking curves of a 
thick sample (500 nm) grown at 380 ºC with different etch depths. The 
labels above each curve indicate the remaining layer thickness from the 
interface. 
 (a)               (b)              
   (c)               
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the sample grown at 390 ºC. A large Bi surface coverage will suppress the Bi 
segregation, which is the case for the Tg=390 ºC sample. From the SIMS 
measurement, the Bi level in this sample is similar to that of the sample grown at 
370 ºC, but the lattice constant of the GaSb1-xBix layer increases. This implies that 
the suppressed Bi segregation induces fewer vacancies which can’t effectively 
compensate the incorporated Bi atoms in this particular sample. The incorporated 
Bi atoms will thus stay at the lattice sites in the GaSb1-xBix layer leading to smaller 
lattice contraction. 
A 500 nm thick GaSb1-xBix layer is grown at 380 ºC under the identical growth 
conditions as the 200 nm thick sample. To the contrary, the GaSb1-xBix layer peak 
appears at the left side of the GaSb substrate, which is shown as the top curve in 
Fig. 5-7 (c), indicating a larger lattice constant as expected. To evaluate the 
evolution of lattice constant with the GaSb1-xBix layer thickness, we etch down the 
sample at four different depths. As found in Fig. 5-7 (c), the GaSb1-xBix peak 
moves towards the GaSb substrate peak and eventually to the right side and 
becomes lower and broader at the same time when the GaSb1-xBix layer thickness 
is reduced. The interference fringes are observed in the un-etched sample, but lost 
in the etched samples due to the rough etched surface. This observation supports 
the model discussed above. Bi segregation occurs in the beginning of the GaSb1-
xBix growth leading to lattice contraction. It becomes weak with the film thickness 
and eventually stops when the Bi surface accumulation is high enough. For later 
growth, the incorporated Bi atoms will occupy lattice sites causing lattice dilation 
as expected.  
 
Figure 5-8. Schematic of possible formation of defects, i.e. vacancy and 
antisite, due to Bi segregation during growth of GaSb1-xBix. 
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5.3.5 GaSb1-xBix on GaAs substrates. 
Samples with the same growth conditions are also grown on un-doped GaAs (100) 
substrates for comparison. No apparent difference in Bi incorporation is found 
within the accuracy of SIMS measurements. However, the surface of the samples 
grown on GaAs substrates is much worse than those grown on GaSb substrates due 
to the large lattice mismatch. 
5.4 MBEgrowthandcharacterizationofInSb1ǦxBix
5.4.1 Sample structure and growth 
As we don’t have InSb substrates available, all InSb1-xBix samples are grown on 
undoped (100) GaAs substrates by MBE. To accommodate the large lattice 
mismatch, an intermediate 200 nm thick fully relaxed GaSb layer is grown at 
510 °C utilizing the interfacial misfit method [59] to obtain a low TD density and a 
smooth surface.  The growth temperature is then reduced to 280 °C to initiate 
growth of a 30 nm InSb buffer layer which is enough to recover from a dotty to a 
streaky pattern judged by RHEED. Then, the growth temperature is increased to 
the range between 355°C and 395°C and a 150 nm thick InSb1-xBix layer is grown 
at 0.2 ȝm/h. The Sb BEP is set to be 4.2e-7 Torr, which is 10% more than the 
critical Sb BEP value required to protect InSb surface from degradation judged by 
RHEED.  The selection of Bi BEP follows the same strategy as for the GaSb1-xBix 
samples, i. e. close to the vapor pressure at a particular growth temperature. Two 
reference (Ref) samples of 150 nm thick InSb without Bi is grown at 360 ºC and 
385 ºC for comparison.  
5.4.2 Surface morphology 
Figure 5-5 shows 10x10 μm2 AFM scans of both Ref and InSbBi samples. Smooth 
surface with visible atomic steps in 1x1 μm2 scans (not shown) is observed for the 
InSb1-xBix sample grown at 355 °C and the Ref sample grown at 360 °C with a 
RMS roughness value of 0.26 nm and 0.34 nm, respectively. The surface is getting 
rough with 3D features at high growth temperatures in both cases. Discrete 
platform-like features together with holes are observed on the Ref sample grown at 
385 °C, indicating non-uniform growth rate in different regions. Adding Bi results 
in larger 3D structures with irregular shapes compared with the Ref samples grown 
at the same temperatures. Figure 5-2 summarizes the RMS roughness values 
measured from both 1×1 ȝm2 and 10×10 ȝm2 scans. It increases with growth 
temperature. The InSbBi has rougher surface than the InSb Ref samples but the 
difference in the 1x1 μm2 scans is small. 
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5.4.3 Structural properties 
Cross sectional bright field TEM measurements are carried out for the InSb1-xBix 
sample grown at 370 °C and the reference sample grown at 360 °C as shown in 
Figure 5-11. The GaSb buffer grown by the IMF method shows high structural 
Figure 5-10. Summary of RMS roughness values of InSbBi and reference 
samples. 
Figure 5-9. 10×10 ȝm2 AFM images of InSb1-xBix samples. The first row 
shows the InSb1-xBix samples and the second row the reference samples. 
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quality with smooth interface and few TDs for both the Ref and the InSb1-xBix 
sample. The strain is almost fully relaxed through formation of periodical MDs at 
the GaSb/GaAs interface (observable at high magnifications). Most strain in the 
InSb(Bi) layer is found to be relaxed by formation of an MD array at the 
InSb/GaSb interface, but a much larger TD density (>109 cm-2) is observed in this 
layer. Holes are observed in some places accompanied by etched GaSb underneath. 
Reasons are unclear at the moment and we speculate that they are related to Bi 
droplets formed on surface that etch away the GaSb layer.  
 
 
Figure 5-4 shows XRD (004) rocking measurements of InSb1-xBix samples. The 
right peaks are from GaAs substrates, the middle peaks are from the GaSb buffer 
layers while the left broadened peaks are from the 30 nm thick InSb grown at 
280 °C and the 150 nm thick InSb1-xBix (InSb for the Ref sample) layer grown at 
higher temperatures. Even for the Ref sample, clear peak splitting is observed for 
only one material, InSb, without Bi. Curve fitting using two Gaussian profiles is 
performed and the result is shown in Fig. 5-12 (b). The right low broad peak is 
believed to be from the 30 nm InSb grown at 280 °C while the left high narrow 
peak is from the 150 nm of InSb grown at 360 °C. The dashed line marks the 
position of ideally fully relaxed InSb. The thick InSb peak appears at the left side 
of the dashed line, indicating 98% strain relaxation. The thin InSb peak can be 
found at nearly the same position for InSb1-xBix layers grown from 355 to 385 °C. 
Its low intensity and broad linewidth evidence a high structural defect density and 
possible In/Ga intermixing forming InGaSb near the InSb/GaSb interface. The 
peak from the 150 nm of InSb1-xBix of all InSb1-xBix samples appears at the right 
side of the 30 nm InSb peak except for the one grown at 355 °C and with the 
lowest Bi BEP (3e-8 Torr). The lattice contraction phenomenon of the InSb1-xBix 
Figure 5-11. Cross-sectional bright field TEM images of (a) reference 
sample grown at 360 °C and (b) InSb1-xBix sample grown at 370 °C. 
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layers is similar to that found in GaSbBi, but mechanisms are different and more 
complicated in InSbBi. Not only Bi induced vacancies as discussed in the case of 
GaSbBi, but also Bi enhanced In/Ga intermixing can result in non-uniform and 
partially relaxed 150 nm thick InGaSbBi alloys along the growth direction leading 
to strong broadening and right shift of the XRD peak. In addition, the 30 nm InSb 
peak of the InSb1-xBix sample grown at 395 °C is right shifted indicating strong 
Ga/In intermixing at this temperature. 
 
5.4.4 Bi incorporation 
RBS measurements are carried out to examine Bi incorporation and the results of 
four samples are summarized in Fig. 5-13 (a). Compared with the Ref sample, a 
peak/step-like signal can be observed at the channel value of around 480 for all the 
InSb1-xBix samples (not very obvious for the one grown at 355 ºC). This signal is a 
strong evidence of Bi incorporation. From the simulations, the deduced Bi 
concentrations are summarized in Fig. 5-13 (b). The highest Bi percentage is 
measured to be 2% in the sample grown at 370 ºC. RBS channeling measurements 
are performed for two InSb1-xBix samples. By evaluating the yield difference, 
about 70 % and 57 % of the incorporated Bi atoms are estimated to be at 
substitutional sites for the InSb1-xBix layers grown at 360 and 385 ºC, respectively.  
A simulated curve based on sharp interfaces is also shown in Fig. 5-13 (a). A clear 
trend can be found that the steps in the measured curves become blunter when 
growth temperature increases, indicating interface roughening. 
Figure 5-12. (a) XRD (004) rocking curves of InSbBi samples. The 
dashed line marks the position of the 30 nm InSb grown at 280 °C. (b) 
Two-Gaussian curve fitting for the InSb peak of the Ref sample grown 
at 360 °C. 
(a)   (b) 
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SIMS measurements are carried out in parallel with the RBS measurements as 
antitheses and the results are summarized in Fig. 5-14. Figure 5-14 (a) shows the 
Bi profiles for InSbBi samples grown at 355, 370 and 395 °C. Clear Bi 
incorporation is observed, however the Bi distribution is not uniform. The Bi 
composition decreases within thickness in the first 100 nm thick InSbBi layer 
(Only the data from the very top (~30 nm) of the sample can be disturbed by 
stabilization process of the SIMS equipment.) Surprisingly a big Bi signal in the 
GaSb layer is found in the samples grown at 370 and 395 嘙C. It is suspected to be 
related to the Bi droplets as the one shown in Fig. 5-11 (b). 
5.4.5 Bi induced In/Ga intermixing 
Two different kinds of ions are used in the SIMS measurement. The positive Cs 
ions are firstly tried. It provides high depth resolution, but low sensitivity for Bi 
atoms. The negative Ox ions, on the other hand, are about one magnitude more 
sensitive on Bi atoms than the positive Cs ions. Therefore, in the later 
measurements for InSb1-xBix samples, the negative Ox ions are chosen. Figure 5-14 
(b) shows the profiles measured by positive Cs ions of all involved elements in the 
two Ref samples grown at 360 °C and 385 °C, respectively, and the InSb1-xBix 
sample grown at 355 °C (log scale). The InSbBi grown at 355 °C shows a higher 
In content in the GaSb region and a higher Ga content in the InSb(Bi) region than 
those found in the Ref sample grown at 360 °C, but similar In and Ga profiles as 
those found in the Ref sample grown at 385 °C, giving direct evidence of Bi 
induced In/Ga intermixing. No large difference regarding interface broadening is 
found in all the three samples.  
The Bi induced In/Ga intermixing in InSbBi/InSb/GaSb is enhanced with 
increasing growth temperature as seen in Fig. 5-14 (c). The InSbBi grown at 
Figure 5-13. (a) RBS spectra of InSbBi samples. The green curve is the 
simulation based on sharp interfaces without Bi. The yellow belt marks 
the signal region from Bi. (b) Bi concentrations in total (blue round) 
and at substitutional sites (red square).
(a) (b) 
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355 °C shows clear steps of both In and Ga profiles (normalized linear scale) at the 
InSb1-xBix/InSb/GaSb interface with small In/Ga intermixing. When the growth 
temperature is high, the steps become blunted indicating very strong In/Ga 
intermixing. This is consistent with lattice contraction of the InSb1-xBix layer 
observed in XRD. When the growth temperature reaches 395°C, a high tail of the 
Ga signal can be found even at the top of the InSb1-xBix layer while In atoms can 
diffuse into the GaAs substrate. The mixed InGaSb alloy explains the broad peak 
in the XRD rocking curves with a smaller lattice constant than InSb. To the 
contrary, much less intermixing of group-V atoms is observed as shown in Fig. 5-
14 (d). 
 
Figure 5-14. SIMS results of the InSb(Bi) samples. (a) Bi profiles of the InSb1-xBix 
samples grown at 355 °C, 370 °C and 395 °C measured by negative Ox ions. The 
dots are measured data points and the curves are five point smoothened results. (b) 
Element profiles measured by positive Cs ions of the two reference samples grown 
at 360 °C and 385 °C, respectively, and the InSb1-xBix sample grown at 355 °C. (c) 
and (d) show normalized profile of In/Ga and As/Sb measured by negative Ox ions 
in linear scale, respectively, for the InSb1-xBix samples grown at 355 °C, 370 °C and 
395 °C. 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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5.5 BismuthassurfactantforInGaAsQWonGaAs
 
 
InGaAs QW lasers emitting at 1.3 μm on GaAs substrate is very attractive to 
improve temperature stability [41]. However, InGaAs QWs can’t reach 1.3 ȝm 
rather stop at 1.24 μm [125] due to the large lattice mismatch. Surfactant-mediated 
growth has been found to extend the critical thickness for strain relaxation during 
Figure 5-15. (a) PL spectra of two identical InGaAs QWs with (blue 
solid) and without (green dashed) Bi as surfactant. (b)PL results of 
InGaAs QWs with (round) and without (square) Bi as surfactant. The 
lines are linear fit for the data points. 
(a) 
(b) 
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the growth of heterostructures with lattice mismatch [126]. Utilizing Bi as the 
surfactant during the growth of highly strained InGaAs QWs on GaAs substrates, 
we have successfully realized high PL intensity from InGaAs:Bi QWs with 
wavelength >1.26 ʅm, which is the lower limit of the O-band for optical fiber 
communication, and a maximum wavelength of 1.282 ʅm at 300 K. Figure 5-15(a) 
shows the PL spectra of two identical QWs with the same structure and In 
composition. Utilizing Bi as surfactant during the growth of the QW results in 15 
times PL intensity increase and 15 nm wavelength red-shift. Figure 5-15(b) 
summarizes the PL results of all samples. The blue and red data points are from 
InGaAs QWs without and with Bi as surfactant. It is clearly seen that QWs with Bi 
as surfactant show higher intensity for the same wavelength, and can reach longer 
wavelength. We attribute this to the Bi surfactant effect which suppresses the 
strain relaxation by formation of 3D islands. As the growth temperature of the 
QWs is around 440 °C, little Bi incorporation is expected [118]. 
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6 Summaryofappendedpapers
 Group I: Paper  [A] and Paper  [B] 
Doping effects in InGaAs alloy graded metamorphic buffers. 
Paper A: The role of n- and p-type doping in strain relaxation of graded 
composition InGaAs layers grown by MBE is investigated. It is found that p-type 
Be-doping can improve material properties, resulting in smaller surface roughness 
and lower threading dislocation density, while n-type Si-doping has an opposite 
effect. The effect is strongly dependent on the grading profile, with linear grading 
showing small differences, while there is a significant difference when an 
exponential grading is used. I have performed AFM and XRD measurements on all 
the samples and been involved in data analysis, discussion and writing. 
 
Paper B is a continuation of the work presented in Paper A. In this paper, the 
effects of doping and grading slope on surface and structure of linearly alloy 
graded InGaAs buffers are carefully investigated. Again the Be doping is found to 
improve material properties, resulting in smaller surface roughness and a lower 
threading dislocation density, while the Si doping has an opposite effect. The 
effect is strongly dependent on the grading slope. A moderate In grading slope is 
preferable for strain relaxation and minimization of the negative effect of Si 
doping. I have performed AFM and XRD measurements on all the samples, been 
involved in data analysis and discussions, and written the paper. 
 
Group II: Paper  [C] and Paper  [D] 
TD filtering and optical property enhancement for metamorphic QWs by dilute 
nitride. 
In Paper C, we proposed a new method making use of the hardening effect of 
dilute nitrides to filter out threading dislocations in alloy graded metamorphic 
layers. We demonstrate 3.7 and 5.4 times enhancement of photoluminescence 
intensity from the metamorphic quantum wells when using dilute nitride 
superlattice alone or by adding nitrogen in a strain compensated GaAs/ In0.3Al0.7As 
superlattice, respectively. I have performed AFM, PL and XRD on all the samples, 
been involved in data analysis and discussions, and written the paper. 
 
Paper D is the extension for the work reported in Paper C, showing details in 
structure designs, growth procedures, detail characterization results and 
discussions. I have been involved in structure designs, data analysis and 
discussions, performed AFM, PL and XRD on all the samples, and written the 
paper. 
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Group III: Paper  [E]  
MBE growth of InAs/GaSb T2SL materials. 
In Paper E, we report MBE growth and optimizations of InAs/GaSb T2SL 
structures for mid-wavelength IR photodetectors. Different strain compensation 
schemes with insertion of InSb layers are proposed and tested to be efficient to 
tune the overall strain from tensile to compressive, and their structural and optical 
properties are compared. The effect of the proposed methods is modeled by 
analytic functions and the band structure calculations are performed to assist 
optimizing sample designs. Single pixel photodiodes with low dark currents are 
demonstrated. I have grown all the samples by MBE, performed XRD and Hall 
measurements, involved in structure design, analysis of strain compensation and 
discussions, and written the paper. 
 
 
Group IV: Paper  [F] and Paper  [G] 
MBE growth and characterization of GaSb1-xBix. 
In Paper F, we report details of MBE growth of GaSb1-xBix. The growth window 
for Bi incorporation is studied, and surface and structural properties are 
investigated. Bismuth incorporation is confirmed by SIMS and RBS measurements. 
I have grown all the samples by MBE, involved in structure designs, data analysis 
and discussions, performed AFM and XRD on all the samples, and written the 
paper. 
In Paper G, we report for the first MBE growth of GaSb1-xBix thin films and 
discover the lattice contraction phenomenon observed in this material. Bismuth 
incorporation is confirmed by RBS and SIMS measurements. Lattice contraction is 
observed from XRD showing tensile strain rather than compressive strain as it 
would be expected. I have grown all the samples by MBE, involved in structure 
designs, data analysis and discussions, performed AFM and XRD on all the 
samples, and written the paper. 
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Appendix
A1InsegregationinalloygradedInGaAsbuffers
 
J. M. Muraki et al proposed a model to simulate the In segregation process in 
uniform III/V ternary compounds based on an iterative method [92]. We 
developed this model to simulate the situation in alloy graded InxGa1-xAs buffers. 
We assume the In segregation process involves only the top mono-layer of the 
under-growth structure and the being deposited mono-layer. Then assume that for 
the top monolayer, a portion of Ș of the In atoms will be segregated to the growth 
front. Ș is basically a constant with a typical value around 0.8 for In segregation in 
InGaAs. Some variables are assigned for the derivation: ݔ௜ (i=1, 2, 3 ...) is the In 
composition of the i-th deposited mono-layer. ܥሺ௜ሻ is the amount of In atoms above 
the i-th deposited mono-layer in terms of monolayer. The In atoms above the top 
mono-layer come from two sources: the segregated In atoms from the beneath 
mono-layer and the newly deposited In atoms which take up a portion of x of the 
total group III atoms. Then,  
ܥሺଵሻ ൌ ߟݔଵ 
(A-1) 
ܥሺଶሻ ൌ ൫ܥሺଵሻ ൅ ݔଶ൯ߟ ൌ ߟଶݔଵ ൅ ߟݔଶ 
(A-2) 
 
ܥሺଷሻ ൌ ൫ܥሺଶሻ ൅ ݔଷ൯ߟ ൌ ߟଷݔଵ ൅ ߟଶݔଶ ൅ ߟݔଷ 
(A-3) 
ڭ 
ܥሺ௜ሻ ൌ ൫ܥሺ௜ሻ ൅ ݔ௜ାଵ൯ߟ ൌ ߟ௜ݔଵ ൅ ߟ௜ିଵݔଶ ൅ ڮ൅ ߟଶݔ௜ିଵ ൅ ߟݔ௜ 
(A-4) 
ڭ 
ܥሺேሻ ൌ ߟேݔଵ ൅ ߟேିଵݔଶ ൅ ڮ൅ ߟଶݔேିଵ ൅ ߟݔே 
(A-5) 
where, N is the total number of mono-layers of the alloy graded buffer, and ܥሺேሻ 
means the total amount of In above the alloy graded buffer. 
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The “x” in the equations above depends on the grading profile. In the case of a 
LAG buffer,  
ݔ௜ ൌ ݅
ݔ଴
ܰ  
(A-6) 
where ݔ଴ is the final In composition of the graded buffer. Eq. (A-5) can be further 
simplified as follow: 
ܥሺேሻ ൌ ߟேݔଵ ൅ ߟேିଵݔଶ ൅ ڮ൅ ߟଶݔேିଵ ൅ ߟݔே
ൌ ߟே ݔ଴ܰ ൅ ߟ
ேିଵʹ ݔ଴ܰ ൅ڮ൅ ߟ
ଶሺܰ െ ͳሻ ݔ଴ܰ ൅ ߟܰ
ݔ଴
ܰ  
(A-7) 
If we multiply a ߟ to both sides of Eq. (A-7), we get 
ߟܥሺேሻ ൌ ߟேାଵ ݔ଴ܰ ൅ ߟ
ேʹ ݔ଴ܰ ൅ڮ൅ ߟ
ଷሺܰ െ ͳሻ ݔ଴ܰ ൅ ߟ
ଶܰ ݔ଴ܰ  
(A-8) 
Eq. (A-8) minus Eq. (A-7), we get 
ሺߟ െ ͳሻܥሺேሻ ൌ ߟேାଵ ݔ଴ܰ ൅ ሺߟ
ே ݔ଴
ܰ ൅ ߟ
ேିଵ ݔ଴
ܰ ൅ڮ൅ ߟ
ଷ ݔ଴
ܰ ൅ ߟ
ଶ ݔ଴
ܰሻ െ ߟܰ
ݔ଴
ܰ
ൌ ሺߟேାଵ ൅ ߟே ൅ڮ൅ ߟଶሻ ݔ଴ܰ െ ߟܰ
ݔ଴
ܰ
ൌ ߟ
ேାଵ െ ሺܰ ൅ ͳሻߟ ൅ ܰ
ͳ െ ߟ ߟ
ݔ଴
ܰ  
(A-9) 
So, 
ܥሺேሻ ൌ ߟ
ேାଵ െ ሺܰ ൅ ͳሻߟ ൅ ܰ
ሺͳ െ ߟሻଶ ߟ
ݔ଴
ܰ  
(A-10) 
Normally N is a very large number and ߟ is always smaller than “1”, so ߟேାଵ ՜ Ͳ 
and  ଵே ՜ Ͳ.  Then 
ܥሺேሻ ൎ ߟͳ െ ߟ ݔ଴ 
(A-11) 
Therefore, the segregated amount of In atoms on top of a LAG buffer is only 
decided by the final In composition. However, Eq. (A-11) cannot reflect the 
kinetic process of In segregation during the growth of the graded buffer. If we 
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define Ƚ as the In grading slope, then the In composition at a distance of h from the 
substrate in the graded buffer is 
ݔሺ݄ሻ ൌ ߙ݄ 
(A-12) 
Based on Eq. (A-11), the In amount on the growth front when the graded buffer 
grows to a thickness of h can be expressed as 
ܥሺ݄ሻ ൌ ߙߟͳ െ ߟ ݄ 
(A-13) 
Although only the LAG profile is derived here, other grading profiles can be 
assumed to be a sum of many linear grading segments. So Eq. (3-3) can be 
implemented to predict the process of In segregation effect in other grading 
profiles during growth.  
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A2OverallstraininT2SLstructures
 
TABLE A-1 Expressions of the overall lattice mismatch for different 
strain compensation methods presented in Fig. 4-3. 
Metho
ds
Overall lattice mismatch 
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TABLE A-2. Expressions of the overall lattice mismatch for the combined 
strain compensation schemes. 
Schemes Overall lattice mismatch 
(b)+ (c) 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